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ABSTRACT

-- ,' Increasing the nitramine content of solid rocket propellants
S

increases the overall- performance of the system as well as the

sensitivity to detonation by shock initiation. Under certain

circumstances Deflagration to Detonation Transition (DDT) can

occur in high-energy solid propellant that has been granulated.

The work presented in this report represents an effort to analyze

three distinct ways in whiqh high-energy solid propellant can --

undergo a DDT. The emphasis of the research is on the transient

events prior to the detonation as well as the steady state

detonation conditions.

The system. of partial differential equations describing

one-dimensional, 'two-phase, reactive flow are solved by a Method

9f Lines (MOL) computer solution techni-que. Predictions for CJ

properties, detonation run-up distance and detonation velocity

compare, favorably' with experimental data and predictions made

using the TIGER chemical equilibrium computer code. ' . • ...
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CHAPTER 1

SHOCK PHYSICS AS APPLIED TO REACTIVE SOLIDS: A REVIEW S

1.1 Introduction

The probability of a detonation occurring in a solid

propellant rocket motor greatly increases when secondary

high-explosives (HE) are used as constizuents in the propellant

mixture. Octogen (HMX) and Cyclotrimethylene trinitramine (RDX) :"

are the most commonly used nitramine HE in today's propellant

formulations. Increasing the explosive content of solid

propollant increases both the overall performance of the system

and the sensitivi.y to detonation by shock initiation.

The work presented in this report represents an effort to

analyze the transient events leading to a detonation in a region

of granulated high-energy propellant. A review of pertinent

literature is also included. The final results represent an

important extension' of research done earlier by Butler, Krier and

Lembeck [1] on detonation hazards in -damaged, HMX-based solid

propellants. The system of coupled partial' differential equations

describir.g the one-dimensional, two-phase reactive flow in the

granulated bed will be presented in Chapter 3, along with a finite .

difference numerjical, technique used to solve them. An entropy

analysis will be presented in order to verify that'the two-phase

flow equations presented satisfy the Second Law of Thermodynamics..

, , , % ,%.% ,.-'.,

~~~~..... . , :

S• •. : "".V9 -

' , p . . . ' -' " • :-. : ' , .'..•. : '.-
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In addition to the governing equations, constitutive

relations are presented which describe the stites of the unreacted

solid and gaseous products. A Helmholtz free energy function will

be introduced to define the state of the solid phase and a

ron ideal covolume equation of state will be used for the high

density product gases.-

A key contribution herein is the development of an

appropriate numerical scheme needed to solve the system of

nonlinear partial differential eqvatiuns., Results from the

computer code are presented in Chapter 5. They illustrate how the

initial and boundary conditions, as well as -he propellant .

properties, affect the detonation transition process. Whenever

possible, these results are compared with experimental data. The

remainder of Chapter 1 is devoted to a review of solid propellant -

rocket performance, shock waves, detonation waves and hazard

assessment.

1.2 Performance of Solid Propellant Rocket Motors

Most of' 'today's chemical-rocket-propulsion systems fall into

one of two general categories, liquid or solid. Thrust is

produced in the liquid system by mixing and burning liquid fuel 1

(i.e. liquid' hydrogen') and liquid oxidizer (i.e. liquid oxygen) in -

a high pressure combostion chamber and, expanding the resulting

combustion products in a converg'ing-diverging nozzle. On the

other hand, solid propellant propulsion systems contain both fuel S

and oxidizer in a precast solid grain which is consumed as a
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surface burning combustion wave propagates through it. An example

of a typical. composite double-base propellant is ammonium

perchlorate crystals and powdered aluminum held together by a 0

nitrocellulose- nitroglycerin double-base grain (DB/AP/A1). Here,

the ammonium perchlorate (A?) acts as an oxidizer and the powdered

aluminum (Al) is an energy- releasing fuel. Both fuel and .

oxidizer are found in each of the double-base components (DB),

nitrocellulose and nitroglycerin. Since the early 1970's boch the

Air Force and Navy have researched and tested solid propellant S

formulations containing secondary explosives such as RDX and HMX

in order to increase the energy content per unit mass of the

-propellant. Some formulations include up to 10% HE by mass. As .

will be discussed briefly, a detonation hazard exists when burning -

these high-energy propellants, which is generally' not present

during the combustion of less energetic composite and

composite-double base propellants.

For most precast solid propellants at rocket motor pressures

(1 to 7 MPa.) a simplified expression for the steady-state burning -

rate at which the combustion wave propagates through the reactants

is0

dx/dt ad + bP (1.la)

where 'a", 'b' and 'n' are empirical constants. In Eq. (l.la) the -

variable P represents the pressure of the product gases adjacent

to the burning surface. hs an example, the composite double-base

DB/AP/Al propellant discussed above regresses at a constant-rate

, 0% '.'%
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of d'/dt 2.00 cm/sec at T 293 K and P = 6.8 MPa (2]. The

mass of gas generated per unit time is the product

dm/dt a (d'c/dt)r A (l'lb)
pb

where, r is the propellant density and Ab is the burning surface
p

area. Unfortunately, the local mass generation rate can be

increased orders of, magnitude if A6  increases as a result of

propellant fragmentation. The work presented in this report will

e::amine one of the hazards associated with solid propellant

combustion. 7The hazard is Deflagration to Detonation Transition

(DDT). The term 'Deflagration' refers to the subsonic combustion

mode (dx/dt) while the term 'Petonation' refers to a

self-sustaining supersonic reaction wave with peak pressures

ranging from 10 GPa to 50 GPa.

The performance of a modern day solid propellant rocket motor

is usually predictable. A desired thrust-time profile'can be

obtained by fixing the rate of product gas generation in the motor

c €ombr'stion chamber. One way to accomplish this is to cast the

propellant grain to have a desired surface area as a function of

. 'burn t~me'. Burn time is definee as the time elapsed since.

complete ignition of the propellant grain. For example, by

burning a stick of. propellant in a rocket motor in a cigar-like

fashion along the ax.ial direction, the burning surface area and

thrust are constant with time. Likewise, if the propellant-is cast

"so that the -surface area increasee with burn .ti.e (i.. annular

L
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configuration, center burning), the thrust will increase with

time. Other ways to change the product gas generation rate

include: changing the chemical composition of the propellant and

adding burn inhibitors to the propellant surface.

One major design objective of the rocket engineer is to

increase the specific impulse, ISI of the system. The specific

impulse represents the ratio of thrust to fuel mass flow-rate and

has units of seconds. This one parameter is most representitive

of the, overall rocket performance. An increase in I implies
sp

more thrust for the same• mass flow rate or a reduced mass

flow-rate for the same thrust. Chemical propulsion systems

typically have values of specific impulse ranging from 200-400

seconds with most solid propellants in the 186-270 second range.

Table 1.1, taken from the text by Sutton and Ross [2], lists

specific impulse,, flame temperature, propellant density and

burning rate data for a few composite, double-base and composite

double-base solid propellants.

To increase the specific impulse of a solid propellant rocket

motor, which has a fixed area-ratio nozzle, one'can either increase

the design operating pressure or burn more energetic propellant

constituents. it is well known.that there are severe penalties if

one elects the first option -and designs the propulsion system to

allow for an increased chamber (and combustion) pressure. One of

these is the necessity for a more massive motor wall, a weight

increase that reduces the vehicle mass ratio. In addition,, since

the ,heat \transfer to the nozzle surface increases (almost

\ . , " o..



Table 1.1. Characteristics of Some Operational Propellants 12]

Fl-ime Flame .urnin5sP Tempera- Tempera- Burning"-"
Propellant Range Density Rate

Rage) ture ture
Type (sec) (OF) (OK) (g/cc) (cm/sec)

DB 220-230 4100 2533 1.606 1.14

DB/AP/Al 260-265 6500 3b67 1.760 1.98

DB/AP-HMX/Al 265-270 6700 3978 1.760 1.40

CTPB/APIAI 260-265 5600-5800 3367-3478 11.733 1.14

HTPB/AP/Al 260-265 5600-5800 3367-3478 1.814 1.02

i

Acroynms and symbols:
Al, aluminum
AP, ammonium perchlorate
CTPB, carboxy-terminated polybutadiene
DB, double base
HMX. cyclotetramethylene tetranitramine _
HTPB, hydroxy-terminated polybutadiene

A
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linearly) with the operating pressure, a more effective nozzle

wall cooling system would have to be included.,

By burning more energetic. propellant constituents such as the

secondary nitramine explosives RDX and HMX, the 'specific impulse

and thus overall performance' of a solid rocket motor caai be

increased. However, one disadvantage which comes with using these

explosive-based propellant mixtures is the hazard of Deflagration -

to Shock to 'Detonation Transition (DS0T). As mentioned, a DSDT

event occurs when a controlled subsonic deflagration wave wakes a

transition to a high order de.onation. The result is total

destruction of the motor assembly.

In the literature reviewed in the following chapter this

process in more commonly referred to as Deflagration to Detonation --.

Transition (DDT). Our research group at Illinois coined the

description DSDT in order to emphasize that Shock to Detonation

Transition (SDT) is the final-step in the process. Both terms,

DDT and DSDT, will be' used interchangeably throughout the text.

SDT will be discussed further in Section I.S.

Heedless to' say, basic research is needed in order to better,

understand and mitigate the DOT hazard in high-performance solid

propellant rocket motors. At the present time there is an active

group In the United States, organized by the JANNAF Subcommittee

on Propulsion Hazards, which attempts to standardize DSOT testing

procedures used by suppliers of the high-energy propellants. One

such test is the shotgun/relative quickness test where a

S, . . ,



propellant sample is shock impacted in order.'to determine the

amount and size of the resulting fragments, two Very important

parameters in the study of DSDT [181. In addition to the OSDT

"testing carried out by the propellant suppliers and users, several

of the national laboratories (Sandia [31, Los Alamos [4,5])1 and

service laboratories (Naval Surface Weapons Center (NSWC) [6-81,

Naval Weapons Center (NWC) [91) are conducting related experiments

on DSDT. These will be discussed in Chapter 2.

" In conjunction with the experimental work mentioned, analy3is

and numerical modeling of DSDT was begun almost ten years ago at

-the University of Illinois under the direction of Professor Herman

Krier [11-14]. Since 'then the work has been expanded on by groups

at Sandia National Laboratories [15,16], NWC [17] and NSWC.[181. -

In the early 1979's pioneering two-phase reactive flow modeling

was carried out by Kuo and Sumnerfield [19], Gough [201 and by Kuo

et al. [21].

1.3 DSDT in Granulated Solid Propellant

In the lite'rature' cited here (and in Chapter 2), three

different flow processes can be identified as being DOT (DSDT).

Two are real possibilities in the rocket motor environment and the

third is only possible when using high-exp.3sive under extreme

'confinement. It is unlikely that a solid rocket motor would be

cast with pure explosive. However,.. studying the third event

provides basic information on detonation initiation mechanisms.
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This section has been included in order to differentiate between

the three cases and provide the reader with a basic understanding -

of the sequence of eients leading to detonation in each of them.

What will be referred to as DDT-Case 1 involves a transition

to detonation occurring within a bed of granulated propellent.

Consider the rocket motor shown in Fig. 1.1 * For illustration

purposes, a center-burning configuration is shown. It is

hypothesized that the normal burning process of the cast solid

propellant in the rocket motor is disturbed by an abnormality such

as, a crack (see Fig. 1.1) in the propellant grain (1,221, thus

providing the granulated region. Figure 1.2 shows an enlargement

of the granulated region. The fracture could be the result of a

handling accident during shipment or nozzle failure during

operation, Because of the increased surface-to-volume ratio of

the resulting fragments, produrc gas generation increases beyond

the- level necessary for steady-state motor operation. Pressure

gradients, developed as a result of' localized burning, drive the

'hot product gases into the cracks developed in the propellant.

ahead of the ignition front. As a. consequence of this unsteady

flow process, convective heat transfer from the hot product gases

to the unteacted solid propellant will ignite additional

propellant. particles. Under certain circumstances this process

can accelerate. For example, as the propellant decomposes, the

pressure wale strengthens, leading to the ignition of more

propellant. This accelerated convective' burning can eventually

lead to shock ,compression of- the upstream' propellant and a _

possible detonation transition. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.3

$-
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Combustion
Chamber

Solid-W
Propellant

See
En largement

010

-DSDT -HAZARD IN'ROCKET MOTOR
Fig. 1.1. Sketch of solid propellant

rocket motor with crack in grain
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[71, a typical x-t locus of the convective ignition front and

subsequent detonation ffont.

Figure 1.4 illustrates the general form of a pressure profile

(P,x) once the steady state detonation solution is obtained. For

illustrative purposes, the profile is superimposed on a sketch of

a granulated bed. The shock front is followed by a narrow

reaction zone (not to .scale in Fig. 1.4) which is followed by an

axpansion zone consisting of 100% product gases. More details of

the detonation wave structure will be presented in the following

sections.

A second DDT scenario, DOT-Case 2, involves a region of

granulated propellant providing 'the impetus to shock initiate an

adjacent region of cast propellant. Thi's is illustrated in Fig.

1".5 The cast material (Zone 1) can contain 'blind' pores, but

is assumed to be impermeable to the flow of hot gases from the

granular zone (Zone 2). This implies that, unlike the first-DDT

scenario discussed,. only stress waves can be transmitted upstream

of the reaction zone. A second characteristic of Case 2 is that

the length of the' granular bed is less than the detonation -

run-up length. The important point here is 'that although the

granular bed is shorter than the critical detonation run-up

length, the adjacent material can still detonate. DDT-Case 2 was

studied in detail by' Cudak, Krier and Butler [14).

In both DSDT processes described above,' the transition to

detonation is the result of rapid' gas generation caused by
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Detonation

Convective
Burning

- - .,,Conductive Burning

Time

Fig. 1.3 Typical ignition front (x,t) loc-IS
showing conductive burning, convective
burning and detonation regimes. IV
is the detonation run-up distance. C
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convective burning in a packed bed of reactive particles. In Case -

1 the detonation transition occurs within the granulated bed .

and, in Case 2, the detonation occurs in either a voidless cast

material 'or cast material with blin~d pores upstream of the

granulated bed. Nevertheless, in both cases the rapid

pressurization rate due to the reacting, fragmented bed provides

the driving force necessary to shock initiate the material "

upstream.

The third type of DDT discussed in the literature, DDT-Case

3, results from end-burning (conductive combustion) a confined __

cast explosive (Fig. 1.6) which is impermeable to the flow of hot

product gases. Although the manner in which the deflagration wave

traverses the explosive is different from the first two cases, the

end result (steady detonation wave) is the same.

Macek [23] was the first to do experimental and analytical

research on DDT in cast, secondary explosives. He showed how the

pressure rise due to the end-burning of a confined explosive

propagated stress waves through the upstream solid material which

eventlially -coalesced into a shock wave. The shock formation was - .

predicted to occur at the approximate location of the transition

to detonation observed in similar experimental work. Figure 1.6

is an illustration of the test configuration u3ed in this type of .-

DDT experiment. Here, the region labeled 'Zone 2' is a cast,

voidless explosive and 'Zone 1' is occuppied by the product gases

generated in the-propellant combustion.

.. o ..
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burning grains

~Burning.4. Unreacted Solid

,X=O x-O x=L

Fig. 1.5 Schematic of DOT-Case 2 configuration.

Product Gases Cast Propellant /Explosive

Ignition Front k.-Rigid Confinement

Fig. 1.6 Schematic of DOT-Case 3 configuration.
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The sequence of events for this DOT process begins with the

thermal ignition of the explosive at the location 7=0. This is
0

then followed by the pressurization of the gas volume (Zone 1),

increased regression rate (dý/dt) of the burning ma'-rial,

stressing of the unreacted solid, shock formation ahead of the

ignition front and eventual transition to detonation near the

location of the upstream shock formation. The driving force

provided by the confined gases in Zone 1 is analogous to a moving

piston with a prescribed velocity-time profile acting on the ý=.

boundary, continually increasing the stress level in Zone 2.

Although Case 3 has been shown to be a viable method for obtaining.

DDT in cast explosives , it will not cause DDT in cast

propellants [221. Very simply, conductive combustion of the

propellant alone will not provide a rapid enough pressure-rise

rate to shock initiate cast propellant.'

1.4 Detonation Waves in Condensed Explosive (A Review) *

The material to be introduced later in this reportwill-deal

with detonation waves %raveling through highly energetic granular

propellants and explosives. 3efore one attempts to analyze this '

complex two-phase -flow process, a re~view' of nonreactive shock

waves and detonation waves-in simple homogeneous materials will be

helpful. The detonation mode presented, in this section in .

one-dimensional and assumes

(1) Transport processes are neglected.- ._..

* See Reference 24
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(2) The detonation wave is one-dimensional planar.

(3) A single irreversible react'ion occurs.

(4) The reaction takes place almost instantaneously.

(5) The products of reaction are in thermochemical

equilibrium.

Detonation waves should not be discussed without first introducing.

simple shock wave theory for nonreactive materials.

Begin by considering the classical [26,27]) piston-cylinder

arrangement illustrated -in Fig. 1.7 . Here, a compressible

substance is contained within a semi-infinite cylinder which 'is

bounded on one end by a frictionless piston. Assume that the

entire process is one-dimensional and 'that the motion of the

piston can be modeled as small incremental velocities.

in Fig 1.7a ,the 'piston is shown to be at rest, uwa 0 at

time' to * At some later time, t, (Fig. 1.7b) ,the piston is

'impulsively started and. moving with a velocity, uwn 'ul, into the

undisturbed medium. The movement of the piston in the *x'

direction over the time interval t,- t, results in compression of

the material adjac~ent to the piston face., The conservation of

mass and momentum dictate that the stress wave will propagate

upstream with a velocity c,, into the undisturbed medium-whret co

represents the sound velocity in the material ahead of the stress

wave.

If 'the piston shown in Fig.. 1.7c'nov moves with velocity >
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u 1 over the time period t -> t , a second stress wave withI 2

velocity cl will be propagated into the already stressed

material. The value of c is greater than c since the material1 o
we are describing is assumed to be a simple compressible substance

and therefore has an increase in sound velocity.with an increase

in stress. Thus, the wave propagation velocity ( c., I - 1,2,...)

increases with each ouccessive wave when the piston is

accelerating. The net result is coalescence of the stress waves

into a shock wave. This is shown in Fig. 1.7c.. In order for the

shock wave developed by the piston to propagate through the

undisturbed material at a constant shock velocity, the velocity of

the piston must also remain constant. This will become evident

after the conservation equations are introduced later in this

section. It should be noted that dissipative effects will keep

the shock front slope, dP/dx from, approaching infinity in-an

actual shock.

Up to now we have, referred to stress waves as discrete

entities occurring over finite time increments. This was done in

order to simplify the discussion presented on stress wave

propagation, and shock wave formation in the piston-cylinder

arrangement., In reality, the stress-time piston input function

discussed is most likely a continuous process. Howe-Ver, if the

time increments are made small enough and enough discrete 'stress

waves are analyzed, a thorough understand'ing of stress wave

coalescence can be gained by graphical techniques.

As an example, Fig. l.8a (281 shows a plot of constant stresn

q. .

2L
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Fig. 1.7a Piston-cylinder arrangement at
time t0

into u ndisturbed'fud

Coaescng trSstraesswv

KFig. 1.7b Piston-cylinder arrangement at tm
tiet illustrating stress wave poaainI
1 noal u~ndistore sfoluwav.

OIZZ

KM
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lines (characteristics) in x-location, tim~e (x, t) space. The

piston was accelerated in an exponential manner, beginning with u

0 at t *0. 'The material is HMX. For this particular case, the

characteristics are shown to coalesce at approximately x=l5cm.

The accompanying figure, Fig. 1.8b, shows the pressure, x-location

profiles for the same times. By comparing the two figures, one

can tee how the coalescence of the characteristics'in (x,t) space

(Fig.- l.8a)' corresponds to a dP/dx - in (P,x) space (Fig.

Now -consider a, shock wave moving into a material at rest.-

This is illustrated in Fig. 1.9a. Tiic shock wave is shown moving

at a :velocity D into the undisturbed material, which has

thermodynamic 'properties P A vA and e A He, Arpsnt

pressure, v represents specific volume and eA the internal energy
A

of the material, at rest. The material is also shown to have a

velocity, u A, 0. The. shocked state downstream of thle shock front

is .described by the state variables P3. vB and e. in addition to

the ýdynamic variable, u3  u. From a coordinat, system fixed to

the moving shock wave, an observer located at the origin would- see

the undisturbed material moving with veloc-ity U~D into th e

stationary reaction zone And the products of ,-ombustion exiting

with velocityU u (D u). This is illustrated in Fig. l.9b.

The thermodynamic variables (P,v,e) are independent of the

reference configuration and would therefore not be' altered.

Recall from the previous section that in order for the shock wave

to be steady state, the downstream velo~city, u8  in this case,

must also be.a constant with time.
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Moving Shock Front

US

r = 1/v D u r B ZI/yB

Fig. 1.9a Shock wave propagating into stationary
fluid (Reference frame is fixed),.

Stationary Shock Front -

P s

/ Il/vr, 1/v

Fig. 1.9b Shock wave in fixed coordinate system.
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Conservation of mass and momentum through the flow area shown 0

in Fig. 1.9 gives respectively

rAD - r U - rB (D-u) (1.2)

A. B B- B

and

AD2  u 2  J .2-(.3rA D B + P B r " rB D-u) + PB 13 'O_
A A BEB B B ) B

The expression for conservation of momentum (Eq. 1.3) can be

further simplified ty making use of Eq. (1.2) to obtain -

PB - PA - rAuD (1.4),

Elimination of u, the particle velocity in the shocked state,

from Eqs. (1.2) and (1.4) gives an expression for the shock

velocity D in terms of thQ initial and final states in (Pv)

space.

rA2 D2 (P PA/(VA vB) (1.5)

This expression is the well-known' Rayleigh line equation.

The conservation of energy across the shock wave is written

as al ' '" ":.-", *
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e+ P v+ ½D2  e +BPBvB4+Su~ eBPv+(u) (1.6)A AvABBB B BBB

Elimination of u and D from the energy equation lEq.(1.6)]is

obtained by substituting in the mass and momentum equations (Eqs.

1.2 and 1.4). The result is a relation between e ,P, and v in

both upstream and downstream states known as the, Hugoniot

equation. It is expressed as

e B eA -½(PA P B)(vA vB) (1.7)

Before introducing chemical reaction terms into the energy

jump condition, a graphical description of the Rayleigh lines arid

Hugoniot'curve. is in order.

Figure 1.19 is a typical plot of the Rayleigh line and

Hugoniot curve for a simple compressible substance. The, material

is HMXD r PU.l 9 9 g/cc .State A (vA, PA describes the material

thermodynamic properties prior to being shocked and State B (v B,

P _represents the shocked state. It should be pointed out that

the Hugoniot curve' connecting State A to -State B does ."16t '*

represent the, thermodynamic states a material particle passes -

through when shocked from A to B. The Hugoniot curve is only a

set of possible end states in a shock process. It does not

represent a _path process

From Eq. (1.7) and rig. 1.10', it can be shown that th~e
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Shock H-uqoniat-

Rayleigh Line (AB)

N.1

VB -

Fig. 1.10 Illustration of shock Hugoniot
in Pressure,, specific volume space.
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increase in internal energy due to a shock compression is

graphically equal to the trapazoidal area ABEFG. If PA 0 as S

in most condensed phase shock processes, the area approaches the

triangular area ABEA. Also, manipulation of the energy jump

condition and momentum jump condition yields

2B =u (V -V) ( 2 (1.8)UB B B A

Thus, in a shock process, one-half of the energy deposited by

the shock wave goes into accelerating t: material to a velocity u

and one-half of the energy goes into increasing the inti;nal

energy of the shocked material. Since the scope of this work

involves solid materials, a detailed discussion of the internal

energy in a shocked state will be included in a later section.

Consider a shock wave passing through a chemically reactive

material. If the amount of energy released is equal to Eh, the

Hugoniot for the fully reacted material is given by

e , D2 e Pv S2 E(1.9)eA AA B aBB B ½uBEch

This is .,identical to Eq. (1.6) with ihe addition of. the chemical

energy term to the tight-hand side of the equation. Figure 1.11

shows' Hugoniots for values of (degree of reaction), 0 X i.. A

value of Auo indicates no reaction and a value of, A 21 represents

complete reaction.

The states labeled A, B, C; 0 in Frig. 11.represent a
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(SP.e BReaction (B C)

C (Cj Point)
P ~Fully Reacted Huqoniot T

Unreacted Huqoniot -

V V V 0

Fig. 1. 11 Typical shock Hugoniots for reactive material.

-- L
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typical detonation process. First, the ambient material (State A)

'is shocked to State B (PB, vB), the von Neumann spike condition.

As stated earlier, the total energy deposited in the explosive

across the shock front (A -> B) is given by

2
E e u u /2 P P (v -v ) (1.10)
B B B B A B

where, E represents the total energy at State B. After being,
B . .

shocked to State B,, the increase in internal energy causes the

reaction to commence. This is represented by the dashed line

Starting at State B and ending at State C where reaction is -

complete and thp product gases are in chemical equi-ibrium. In

going from State B to State C the kinetic energy has decreased by

.2 2 -IK . ½ (u . u c ) (1.11) -LKE- h6

The final process is an expansion from State C to State D along a

Taylor release wave. The corresponding P, x profile for .the ZND

detonation wave is shown in Fig. 1.12. For clarity, the reaction'

zone is not to scale with the rest of the figure.

It can be shown that a condition which must be satisfied in

order for the detonation 'front to be constant velocity is

'D (U + c 1.12)

*at tne point where reaction is complete and the detonation
,:0::::::
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Z",eatoneH- Expansion Zone KRato
PCJ. i shock(B

(Fully Expan~ded) C

~XD Pox DA

X10 X:L
X Location

Fig. 1.12 Pressure, x-location profile for detonation
wave. The states labeled Correspond to Fig. 1.11
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products are in equilibrium [251. That is, at the end of the

reaction ,zone (State C) the detonation products are traveling at a

sonic velocity relative to the detonation front. Graphically this

is the point where the Hugoniot curve and Rayleligh line are

tangent. It is most commonly referred to as the Chapman-Jouget

(CJ) point. In addition to the sonic condition at the CJ point,

u c <D (1.13)

for any particle in the expansion wave. This implies that any

small disturbance in the rarefaction region will not overtake the

detonation front and attenuate the strength of the detonation

wave.

The release wave from the CJ point rearward is a constant

entropy process and the pressure at any state along the isentrope

can be related to the CJ pressure by the expression 125]

2v
(yP t U UC) (- (1.14)

Here, u represents.the particle velocity at the point of interest,

c the sound speed and P the pressure. 'The subscript 'CJ' refers

to the' CJ- point. The term i is the logarithmic P,v slope of the

i.sentrope passing through the CJ point.

y 3 -(0CnP/3L.v)1 115)
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Appendix A contains a simplified analysis of the detonation

model for condensed explosive worked out by Hayes [29]. The'

assumption used is that the product gases are ideal with an

artificially high specific heat ratio. The analysis given

provides an estimate of detonation pressure and detonation

velocity. Later in the text, a more precise equation of state for

the detonation products will be introduced; however, for the.

analysis in Appendix. A, the altered ideal equation of state is

sufficient.

1.5 Shock to Detonation Transition

Before one attempts to analyze the DOT process in granulated

propellant, a discussion on Shock to :etonation Transition (SDT)

is appropLiate. SOT occurs when a planar nonreactive shock wave,

propagating through a homogeneous solid material, raises the

pressure, temperature, and density to uniform values throughout

the shocked matrix. Whether or not the temperature increase is

great enough to cause -initiation depends on the shock duration

since the expansion wave following the shock will act to cool, and
4

extinguish the material. Shock propagation through porous

reactivematerials is not sO well understood.

Experimental work cited in Chapter 2 shows that material

samples containing voids and density irregularities, will undergo

shock to detonation transitions at much lower shock pressures than

a homogeneous sample of the same material. Shock waves not strong

enough to raise the bulk temperature of the material above the
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thermal explosion level are distorted by the density

discontinuities of the porous material and subsequently superheat

the material in these localized regions above the explosion level.

Following this, the -material reacts and strengthens the leading

shock wave which causes the transition to a detonation. These

"hot spots", as they are referred to, are an initiating mechanism

in porous reactive material. The reader is. referred to Ref. 30

which discusses various theories on shock initiation of condensed

explosives.

Iq

I" a

I o

J .
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW: EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

2.1 =7T Experiments

Due to. the obvious explosion hazard and complexity of the

Deflagration to Detonation Transition (DOT) process' in solid

rocket motors, there are limited experimental data available to

verify proposed models. It 'is nevertheless appropriate at this

point to discuss and reference some of the more pertinent

experimental work on detonations which occur in porous

high-explosives and explosive-based solid propellants.

Following the work by Macek (23] on DDT in cast explosives,

Griffiths and Groocock (311 studied the DOT phenomenon which can

occur in porous explosives, confined in brass tubes. The

explosives studied were RDX, HMX and PETN. The Russians have also

investigated DOT in porous PETN 136]. Sabsequent DDT research was

performed by Bernecker, Price and coworkers [7,8,321 at the Naval

Surface Weapons Center (NSWC), White Oak, MD'. In this series of

DDT experiments, the test apparatus consisted of'a thick-walled

steel tube, closed at both ends and packed with granulated,

high-energy propellant. A schematic of the test bed is shown in

Fig. 2.1 (7]. Ionization probes were placed at locations along

the axial d~irection to track the flame front as it propagated

through the explosive medium; and strain gages, fixed to the

exterior of the surrounding steel shell, were used to determine

.' ",
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stress levels in the walls. Of course, strain gage data taken on

the wall exterior is not always an indicator of the instantaneous

pressure inside the tube. Reaction in the pregranulated .

propellant was initiated at one end of the DDT tube by a 0.33 gram

charge of Boron/Potassium Nitrate (B/KNO3) ignited by a hot

bridgewire.

In the first set of experiments [321 ammoniu.n picrate at

various loading densities and a 95/5 mechanical mixture of

trinitrotolulene (TNT)/wax were tested for DDT. Both of these

explosives are insensitive to detonation by weak shock

compression. Data from the strain gages showed that both cases

exhibited a slow rate of pressurization behind the reaction zone.

In addition, the ionization probes detected the propagation of a

convective flame front through the p:rous medium' at subsonic

velocities relative to the und:sturbed material. The

pressurization of the product gases was due to the confinement

provided by the closed-end tube configuration. In the experiments

the reaction front was observed to travel at approximately 0.6

mm/ps at the end nearest the igniter and accelerate slightly as it

propagated further into the porous bed. This value for flame front

velocity represents an average for all the experiments reported.

The experiments conducted using ammonium picrate showed a slightly

increasing velocity with increasing charge density (251, due in

part to the increased confinement. Although these propagation

velocities are much faster than the linear-regression rate of the

material (heat transfer by ,conduction), they are still subsonic by

a factor of 3 .0r 4. Thus, disturbances in the reaction zone can be

' S.
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propagated upstream of, the ignition front. An interpretation of

the strain gage data (material stress) , along with the ionization

probe data (ignition front x-t trace), indicates that the pressure

in the bed increased slightly prior to passage of the icnition

front and then increased in a linear fashion after reaction

commenced. This is consistent with the proposed theory [321 that

product gases seep through the porous bed upstream of the ignition

front. As expected, neither the AP or TNT/wax mixture showed a

transition to detonation from the subsonic deflagration mode.

A 91/9 mechanical mixture of RDX/wax was used in the 'second

series of experiments conducted at NSWC [8]. The weight mean

particle size of the RDX was calculated to be d - 200 pm. Unlike
0

the previous work t321, the material used in these experiments _

(RDX) is considered shock sensitive. That is, RDX has been shown

to undergo shock to detonation transiti:n (SDT) when'shock heated

in flyer-plate impact experiments [51.. The results presented in

Refi 8 indicate a transition to detonation for a range of initial

TMD's 'of 67-95% where 100% TMD (theoretical maximum density) is

defined as the density of a material sample containing no voids, S

For example, 50% TMO represents a sample of material containing

50% 'voids by volume.

figure 2.2 [81 represents a typical position-time plot for a
• O.,o% .. '. -

case which has exhibited a' transition to detonation. These data

are for a 78.8% TMD ROX/wax mechanical mixture. The first six data

points (two to t'19o rs) were interpreted as the convective flame

front, accelerating from 0.38 to 0.61 mm/!s. At the location

• -. ° t
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(taken frog Ref. 8)
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x=15.5 cm, the x-t trace shows a definite transition to a steady

state detonation with velocity D - 6.8 Mm/ps. The study showed

that DDT occurred in the explosive samples which exhibited a rapid

pressure rise, dP/dt, in the ignition region.

It should be noted that consistency in the type and quantity .

of igniter material is an important factor when comparing the

detonability of different, propellants. A strong (high

pressure-rise rate) igniter -system, can send a precursor elastic "

wave 'upstream of the ignition front and "pretreat" the porous

material by elastically closing pores and eliminating potential

sites for localized heating. Since the, sensitivity of an

explosive to shock, initiation is highly dependent on the void

fraction and void size [30], this *pretreat" phenomenon should be

avoided if one's goal is to show quantitative compa:isons between

poroms explosive materials. It appears that the work conducted-at

NSWC (7,8,32] was carried out' using similar igniter strengths,

weak enoug.h not to collapse the material voids.

A model for the transition to detonation from deflagration

was developed by the NSWC group from the data obtained in their 0

closed tube experiments [8,321. It was concluded that highly

reactive and shock sensitive materials (RDXHNX) , when ignited in

a confined bed, generate product gases rapidly enough to shock - '

compress and detonate the remaining material which is upstream of

the reaction front. An x't trace of a&typical DDT is illustrated

in Fig. 2.2 I Initial condition's and material parameters such as

loading density, partcIce si'ze, permeability and product gas
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confinement were found to be important in determining whether or

not the reactive material can generate gas rapidly enough to shock.

initiate the explosive.

Another item of interest is that Tetryl did not exhibit the

sequence of events'leading to DDT that HMX and RDX exhibited (33].

Ionization probe and strain gage data for both HMX and ROX showed -

the subsonic 'conveccive ignition front to accelerate prior to

steady state detonation, accompanied by a localized pressure

buildup near the reaction front. This phenomenon was not observed

when Tetryl was used. For the experiments using Tetryl, a zone of

rapid pressure increase was seen upstream of the ignition zone,'

near the transition location. This led the authors to suggest and

later prove that Tetryl could exhibit transition to detonation

under much less confinement than was pro'vided by the steel tubing

used in this particular set of experiments.

The next series of 'DDT experiments at NSWC (341 used a

lightweight Lexan plastic tube to contain the explosive sample.

The purpose for using transparent plastic DOT tubes rather. than

steel tubes was twofold'. First, the plastic tubes provided much

less confinement; second, photographic techniques could be used to,

trace the ignition front as it propagated through the bed. The......

photographic techniques were used in addition to the standard

ionization-probe measuring technique which was used in the

previous work on DOT at NSWC 17,8,32]. Both coarse Tetryl (do * -"

470 pm) and very fine HMX (do - 15 pm) were shown to detonate

under conditions of low confinement in the plastic tubes. They

%.%9 %
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concluded that the pressure buildup leading to DOT was so rapid

that DOT occurred before the plactic walls were able to"respond to

the overpressure.

In similar experiments, Sulimov et al. [351 reported on the

conditions necessary to stabilize a Convective Burn (CB) and a Low

Velocity Detonation (LVD) in a porous bed of high energy

propellant. Although both the CB and LVD typically occur as.

transient processes (i'.e., DDT), the authors chose to study the

two reaction waves under steady state conditions. This was

accomplished by controlling the gas pressure in the zone behind

the ignition front. Both processes are important in the

detonation buildup phase of a DOT and they should be investigated.

A CB is characterized by hot prcdict gases penetrating the

unreacted material upstream of a subsoni: ignition' front [35]. In

thii process the flow 2f hot gases over the unreacted explosive

causes heat transfer (convective) to the explosive, an increase in

internal energy, and -ventusl ignition of the heated surface. The

authors concluded 'by stating that a, CB 4n a porous bed-will

stabilize if the following conditions are satisfied. First,, the

porosity and gas permeability of the charge are lower than certain

threshold values; second, -the maximum pressure in the combustion

zone is maintained at a constant level; and finally,,a subsonic .

flow of the combustion products is maintained. The first and

second items are necessary in order to obtain a balance between-

gas production in the reaction zone and gas loss from the reaction S

zone.

7,..
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In the case of an LVD, a weak nonalastic compression wave

precedes the ignition front, collapsing pores and generating .

plastic deformation of the material. It is assumed that localized .'"' -

regions of material with increased energy due to intergranular

friction and shock focusing, react and generate product gases. .

These high pressure Product gases are what support the upstream --

compression wave. As pointed out in Ref. 35, both the CB and LVD

are different from a classical detonation wave because the .

majority of the reaction products are not generated in the

vicinity of the ignition front. Only 10-20% are generated near the

reaction front. The remaining reaction occurs in a zone downstream -

of the ignition front.

The dependence of convective burn velocity (W) on the peak

pressure (P ) is illustrated in Fig. 2.3 [351. Here, the peak
m

pressure was defined as the pressure in the zone adjacent to ,the -'

ignition front for the CB and the pressure immediately behind' the

lead compression wave for 'the LVD. Figure '2.3 is for the

,explosive PETN with a .ý.nitial porosity of 0.1. A stabilized CB,

is possible when .01 Gt'a <P <.02 GPa. The dashed line from Pm m
0.02 GPa to P a 0.'2 G~a indicates that an accelerating'convective .

burn- was observed in this range of P The authors also showed

that a steady LVD is possible for values of 0.2 :Pa <(m< 2 . 0 GPa.

A second important aspect of the Sulimov research is their

interpretation of stre k photographs taken of what appeared to be " "

a steady CB. Actuall), the wave. motion was quasi-steady with

V'- %.
, ,,,2 .. ,.,.
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large amplitude, high frequenc~y spikes appearing on the-

photographs depicting the xet trace of the ignition front. It was

hypothesized that the high frequency oscillations appearing In the

photographs were due to intense fragmentation of the explosive in

the combustion zone. The authors suggested that penetration of

the product gases into the, unreacted zone accompanied by a sudden

pressurization caused fracture of the material. The result was an

*unsteady convective burn.

more recently, Campbell [4] experimented with 'samples of

granulated HMX in a detonation tube similar to Bernecker's [8,.32]

but segmTented with neoprene disks,. The disks retarded the flow of

.hot gases through the porous bed, but at the same time allowed

stress -waves to be propagated upstream and initiate detonation.

Figure 2.4a is a sketch of the DOT tube .;sed by Campbell. Each of

the zones shown in the figure is packed with granular explosive

and separated from, the 'adjacent zones by the neoprese disks.

Ignition begins at the left end of Zone 1 and propagates to the

right. The accompanying figure, Fig. 2.4b, shows the pressure

profiles ('P,x) in each of the zones. At' time t4  the ignition

front has 'just reached the' first neoprene disk. The pressure

profile for time t shows a reflected wave' in Zone 1 and a

transmitted wave in Zone 2. If' of sufficient strength, the

tra~nsmitted wave initiates reaction in -Zone 2 by shock.

compress ion. The process 'repeats itself when the detonation wave

in, Zone 2 interacts with the Zone 2/Zone 3 disk and again when the

detonation wave reaches the.Zone 3/Zone 4 interfaceo.'
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Because he was able to reproduce detonation run-up lengths

with or without the neoprene disks inserted, Campbell concluded

that convective burning could only be important in the early,

stages 'of DDT, (i.e., Zone 1, Fig. 2.4). He also stated that a

"plug" (total Void collapse) must form in the bed, terminating all

convective burning and leading eventually to shock to detonation

transition (SDT). The computer calculations presented in Chapter

5 also predict plug formation, but' only under certain

circumstances (i.e., low pressure-rise rate behind the ignition '

front). Figure 2.5 is a summary of Campbell's data showing

detonation run-up length Z as a function of effective particle
cJ

size.

2.2 Poo-olot Data
-.

One of the most important references in explosive hazards

evaluation, is the Pop-plot, named after its originator, N.

Popaloto (37]... The Pop-plot equates shock strength P to run-up
s

to -detonation distance Z on a log-log scale. Most explosives
CJ

have a' linear logP -log t plot,, with negative slope, .

d(logP )/d(log• ). This indicates a longer run-up distance for a

weaker wave and vice-versa.

Pop-plot data for homogeneous samples of high explosives are ,

obtained by performing a standardized wedge test I5S. In the

test, the (x,t) trajectory of a shock traversing a wedge-shaped

sample is recorded by photographic techniques. Figure 2.6 shows a 4

Pop-plot for several high explosives with near-crystalline

.4
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densities. They include HMX (1.891 g/cc), PETN (1.75 g/cc) and

Tetryl (1.79 g/cc).

Dick (5] was successful in obtaining Pop-plot data for

samples of HMX with an initial density of r2- 1.24 ±. .04 g/cm
2.

(35% voids). Since most heterogeneous materials are composed of a.

large distribution of particle sizes and shapes, tracing a

distance-time trajectory is often difficult using 'the wedge

technique. The data acquisition technique used by Dick was '

different from the wedge technique. Instead of tracking the

shock's (x,t) trajectory, Dick measured only the total duration of

the wave passing through the explosive sample'. Thus, he was able S.

to determine one point on an x-t plot for each sample. Many tests

were performed and a statistical sampling provided the porous HMX

(r - 1.24 g/cc) Pop-plot data shown in =-:?. 2.6. A least squares
2

fit to the data gives.

log tC3log 1(4.6)- 0.56 log (PS) (2.1)

Note that the Pop-plot for 35% porous HMX (TMD0G.65) lies below

those of homogeneous, PETN, Tetryl and HMX. This indicates that

for a giver shock strength, the run-up distance is much less for

porous HMX than for the three other materials shown. In terms of

hazard evaluation, the shorter the run-up length, the more .

hazardous the material.

. S. ,.-,
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2 .3 DDT Analysis

The analysis and simulation of the reactive two-phase flows -

associated with the DSDT event must compliment such experimental ...

findings. Detailed modeling of the DrDT events in porous

high-energy propellants has been carried' out by Krier and

co-workers [1,10-,14,38,39] at the University of Illinois over the

past several years and more recently by Baer, Nunziato and Gross

[16] at Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque. Both of these, -

research groups model the DDT process by solving the unsteady

two-phase flow equations along with the proper constitutive

relations. Extensive research at the University of Illinois has .

advanced the analysis from the equation development stage (381 to

predicting actual DDTs in granular beds (1,111. In related

research the group has studied shock wave development in porous

energetic materials (281. The Sandia gr~oup has advanced the

analysis effort by implementing a rate-dependent pore' collapse

model and thermodynamically correct equation of state for the-

'solid phase. More recently, they have studied DDT in C, an

extremely energetic high-explosive.

Using a version of Krier's code, Pilcher, Beckstead,

Christensen and King 140G] investigated the effects of tube

deformation on DDT' in porous beds. of high energy solid rocket

propellantA (HMX-based). The research involved a series of ten

DDT experiments in addition to corresponding numerical

predictions. HONDO [411, a dynamic 'structural analysis code,

(provided by Sandia Laboratories) was used in conjunction with the

,4;'.-
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Krier/Van Tassel (101 two-phase flow code in order to couple flame

spreading through' the porous bed with the motor case deformation.

For the, material examined (HMX, 500 pm<d <1000 pm), 'the
0

occurrence was dependent on the degree of confinement of the

product gases.
0

Out of the three test configurations used in the experiments,

the one shown in Fig. 2.7 is the most applicable to the work at

hand. The sketch shows a closed tube containing a segment of

undamaged propellant. In contact with the undamaged propellant is

a zone of granulated propellant covering the full diameter of the

test tube and adjacent to the granulated propellant is a void

containing the igniter. This particular test configuration showed

DDT in all the tests conducted except one. For those which showed

DDT it was assumed that rapid* combustion in the porous bed

provided the necessary pressure-rise rate to shock initiate the

undamaged propellant. This particular DDT scenario (DDT-Case 2)

was also examined in Ref. 14. A

Others who, modeled DOT in porous explosives 142,431 reduced

the problem to a one-phase flow analysis by neglecting the seepage .

of hot' gases through the porous explosive. Forest [43] made use of

Pop-plot experimental data on heterogeneous detonations to derive '

an effective chemical reaction rate in the shocked-explosive an'd

was thus able to show the shock to detonation phase of DOT. In

brief, his technique involved. calculating the reaction rate

necessary at a given time to develop a detonation strength shock

within the known Pop-plot run-up distance.
' .. %* %*, .•
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-Undamcqged Propellant Bed of Class A HMX

-Void

-4.0.424

Fig. 2.7 Schematic of test configuration
used by Pilcher et. al. 140). (Dim-
ensions are in inches)

ý00
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work performed by macek [231 and Tarver et al. [44.1 used the

method of characteristics to predict shock development in

homogeneous solid explosives. Macek used the secondary explosives

dietbylnitramine dinitrate (DINA) and 50/50 Pentolite in his

end-burning DOT experiments.. Assuming an exponential pressure

rise in the product gases? Macek traced right-running

characteristics (lines of constant stress) on a distance-time

(x,t)' plot and showed that the lines coalesced at approximatelyS

the detonation run-up length observed in experiments.,An examplej

is shown in Fig. l.Sa. The run-up length is defined as the -

distance from the gaseous products/unreacted explosive interface

to' the downstream location where the detonation originates. The

coalescence of the characteristics 'in Macek's analysis was

interpreted as the formnation of a shock wave which was assumed to

* cause the explosive to detonate.

Although Macek's method of characteristics approach to the

DOT analysis seems 'relatively straight forward, Several

inconsistencies were pointed out by Tarver qt al. (441'and later

* by Kooker 'and Anderson (42). The most obvious came in attempting

to -predict the pressure-rise, rate in the combustion zone. Macek

used strain gauges on the extierior of the.DOT tub* to measure the

pressure-rise rate in the product gases. The data were then fit

to the equation

PWt Z 2 XP (kt) *(2.2)



where Z and k are constants. The values of Z and k 'given by Macek'

were Z a0.008 GPa and k u9.lGL4S .Macek then used Eq. (2.2) as

the stress input function for the method of characteristics

analysis of the unreacted explosive material.- The inconsistency

in this approach, as pointed out by Jacobs [451, is in assuming

that the details of propellant burning can be modeled as a

one-dimensional linear process. Jacobs showed that the surface'

area available in the assumed linear regression (conductiveS

burning) was far too little, to generate the pressure-rise rate'

predicted by Macek. Kooker and Anderson later suggested that

breakup of the burning surface could enhance the available surface

area for burning. Coyne et al. (281 extended the work of Macek to

include porous propellants.

2.4 Critical Energy (P 2_ t) Concept

An important parameter 'in the evaluation of secondary

explosives and explos~ive-based solid propellants for potential

hazards is the minimum input energy necessary to initiate SDT.

Walker- and Walsey (461 were the first to correlate the energy

transmitted upon impact from a flyer plate to an explosive sam'ple

with a 'Go' or 'No-Gol detonation result. The ma~terials tested in

the origihsl work included PBX-9404, 4X-04 and TNT. All the

samples tested had high TMD's (low void volume) . Figure 208a (46]

shows the general trend of the'data obtained when a flat-nosed

projectile .of mass,. m and velocity, V' impacted a stationary

explosive sample'. In reality, each ma ter ia I woul1d have its own
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curve in m,V' space. The squares in Fig. 2.8a represent a 'Go'

detonation result and the circles represent a 'No -Go. detonation

failure. By using impedance matching techniques and the mass, •

momentum and energy conservation laws, the authors transformed the

data in m,V' space (Fig. 2.8a) to data in P,t space (Fig. 2.8b)

where P is the shock strength and t is the shock duration. The 0

resulting equation for critical initiation energy is

2-
Ec A P t (2.3)

where A - constant 1 1/( rod ). Assuming one-dimensional wave
0

theory, the shock duration • is simply the time after impact

required for the compression wave to transit the projectile and

return from the free end as a rarefaction wave.

An interpretation drawn from Fit. 2.8 is that a shock of

strength P, requires a duration of at least t in order to shock

initiate the material. It is obvious from tig. 2.8b and Eq. (2.3) ..

that as the shock strength decreases, the duration, t, must,

i~ncrease 'if SOT is to. occur. Wh~ther-or not the Walker. and Walsey
2
P -t critical energy theory holds for all explosives is debatable '

147-49]).

"Howe, Frey, Taylor and Boyle (301 pointed out that

2 - ' " _
although the P -t theory is applicable fog low void volume

exploiives (high TMD), the theory does not hold when voids ate

introduced into the explosive sample. In their work samples of

TNT were found to have different critical initiatiOn energies,

W.,.. ., .-. ,
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depending on the propellant particle size. It was later pointed

out by Walker [471 that experiments like Howe's [301 were
2-

misleading, in regards to the P -t theory. It was argued that E

in Eq. (2.3) represents only the amount of energy transmitted

across the projectile/explosive interface. Once the stress wave

begins traveling through the explosive material, density .

discontinuities may alter the local energy levels. For example,

voids present in a material have the effect of redistributing the

energy as the shock propagiates through the material. Shock 0

focusing in these. voids may cau'se the localized energy to be ten

times greater than the bulk shock energy. One can see that
2-

although the P -t theory may hold for pure samples (100% TMD), the . S

theory may not correlate with experimental data when the material

contains structural irregularities. ;. 44

2.5 Research on Initiating Mech3nisms in Porous Explosive.'

As stated earlier, it has 'been found that hetevogeneous

explosives can undergo SOT when shocked to stress levels below the

minimum necessary to cause SDT in a homogeneous sample of the same

explosive. At these low shock strengths the bulk' temperature of
,0

7-f

the,' solid explosive is below the critical temperature needed for

-thermal explosion. In general, the greater the vrid volume, the

lower the -shock strength, necessary for detonation. A propose..

theory for this occurrence is that portions of the explosive (hot.

spotS) are preferentially heated to a temperature above the bulk

shock' temperature. References 50 and 51 present experimental

observations made when explosives of varying porosity and pore

* 0o • °
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size were initiated by planar shock waves. These will be discussed

briefly in the following paragraphs.

Bowden [50] developed the theory that an inert gas was

trapped in the voids of the explosive and was adiabatically

compressed, thus creating regions of increased temperature. Data

were presented which showed the high temperatures attainable as a

result of adiabatically compressing, air. It, was noted that

certain explosives will detonate at temperatures below their

melting-point and therefore intercrystalline friction can be a

possible initiation mechanism. On the other hand, other

explosives melt before they detonate. Because of the onset of

plastic flow in this second group of explosives, compressing voids

of trapped inert gas, is a viable mechanism for generating

localized high temperatures.

A second hot spot theory emphasizes the nonpl~narity of the

propagating shock wave (51). The proposed idea Is that as the

shock wave traverses the explosive, density discontinuities (voids

or irregularities in the explosive) cause the wave to bend and

converge. The shock wave collisions create regions of increased

material compression and temperatures above the bulk shock

temperature. It was hypothesized thatithe hot spots then cause
' ., ~.-., .-. %

rapid thermal decomposition which acts to reinforce the shock _ -

wave. This part of the theory is supported by observations that

show detonation to originate close to the shock front for

heterogeneous explosives. Unlike hoterogeneous explosives,

homogeneoui explosives are, initiated at the striking

. . . . .. °,."e

,...'~~~~~~~~ ~~~. • ,..-.,-. ; . .. ... . .;...... ..-....... . ....*%*.-.,..... ......-... , •, . . .. . ... ,:.-,-..-.
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body/explosive slab interface.

Some important conclusions drawn from this work, that are

supported by experimental data, are:

1. Heterogeneous explosives detona~te at much lower shock .

strengths than homogeneous explosives

2. A heterogeneous explosive becomes easier to detonate as the 6

density decreases (void volume increases)

3. The shock strength needed to detonate' heterogeneous _4

explosives does not have to be strong enough to raise the

bulk temperature above the thermal explosion temperature; it

only needs to raise the hot spot temperature above the

explosion temperature

4. The effectiveness of a hot spot in causing reaction in the

surrounding explosive depends on the strength of the shock

5. An increased shock strength will increase both the _.

temperature of the hot spot as we!7 as the temperature of

the reactive material surrounding the hot spot

6. Detonation originates at the piston/explosive interface for

'homogeneous explosives while it has been observed to

originate at the shock front for hete.rogeneous explosives.

S• °d
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More recently Hayes (291 developed an energy partition model

where the shocked porous material is assumed to be at one of two

possible temperatures, a bulk shock temperature or a hot spot "

temperature. The enegy deposited by the shock wave is equated on

a mass fraction basis to the sum of the reversible work done in,

isentropically compressing the bulk of the material, plus the 0

irreversible heating of localized hot spots

p (v -v)/2 e(P,T) , (l-w )e ;P) (2.4)

00 .'4

In Eq. (2.4) the left-hand side represents the total energy.

deposited in the material by the shock of strength. P. The term _ 4

es (P) represents the energy required to isentropically compress

the bulk of the material to the final shock pressure and the

remaining energy term, e(P,T ), is te energy available to
H

irreversibly heat the hot spots. The Hayes model assumes the mass

fraction of the hot spots, WH, to be equal to the'preshock volume

fraction of pores.

.- 1 (2.5)

Here, the subscript 'oo' represents the initial porous state and

the subscript "o' refers to the homogeneous initial state.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter some of- the more relevant research on DOT in

porous energetic, materials -has been reviewed. 'The first part of
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the chapter focused on experimental research and the second half

reviewed DDT analysis. A short discussion was also.included on

hot spots and the critical energy theory of initiation.

Experimental research on DDT dates back to the early 1960's.

DOT tube experiments have provided useful information about

detonation run-up length, convective burn velocity, detonation

velocity and in some cases, compaction histories of the porous

bed. However, information about 'the fluid' mechanics and shock - •.

physics of the DDT process canonly be inferred from these types

of experiments.

Analysis of DDT in cast explosives was first done using a

method of characteristics approach. The work showed that the

location of shock formation was als: the location of shock

initiation. More recently, the research conducted in DDT analysis

has focused on understanding all *the details of the two-phase flow

behavior in the DDT event. In addition, there is ongoing research,

in trying to better. understand the mechani ms responsible for hot

spot formation in porous energetic materials.

The work reviewed in this chapter is a small fract-ion of all

the available . literature on DOT and related topics. For more

information, the reader is referred to the proceedings of the

* International Symposium on Detonation ( -7) published by the

Office of Naval Research.
* ." %

-9.-
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CH1APTER 3

THE MODEL •

The governing equations and constitutive rel.ations describing

time dependent. two-phase reactive flow are discussed in this

chapter.- Recal2. that the probl.em of interest involves a packed

bed of solid particles, confined, and ignited at one end at time

tug (Fig. 1.2). A separated-flow analysis (38,39,521 is used to

define the field variables and flow equations for both the solid

phase and the gas phase. The basis for this approach is to.

separate the solid from gas -and t o treat each phase as a

continuous flow field, coupled to the :ther phase by appropriate ___

source-sink interaction terms., A seT:.nd assumption made in the .

analysis is that the mass weighted'gas/sol'id mechanical mixture of

the two, phases is also a contitruum. As will be discussed shortly',

33

this assumption imposts a constraint on the gas and solid phase

source terms.

The governing equations resulting from this analysis are a.

system of nonlinear hyperbo'lic partial differential equations *

coupled through interphase transfer terms. When the

conservations of mass, momentum, and energy for the separate

phases are combined, a set of conservation relations sieilar to

the individual phase equations art obtained for the mixture.

These will be derived in Section .3.o3.' An ass aypisousing the
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Second Law of Thermodynamics will also be presented to account for

the entropy production rate in multi-phase reactive flow. This .

fundamental. thermodynamic constraint *das overlooked in, our -

previous work [l]. Recently, Baer and .Iunziato [15] and before -

that, Nunziato and walsh [531 used the entropy production

inequality proposed by Truesdel [(541 to develop source terms for

the governing equations in addition to a kinematic model for void

closure. "The approach taken in this work is to first present the

interaction terms and then show that they do indeed satisfy the

Second Law of Ther.modynamics.

In addition to the conservation relations, equations of state

for both the ;as phaseý and solid phase and an interphase force

balance are required in order to ha:e the number of independent

equations equal to the number of ,ninown variables.. These

additional constraints will be presented in Section 3.4. For the

gas phase, a nonideal P(v,T) equation of state was used, along

with a constant specific heat e(v,T) caloric equation of state.

At l-ow density .these equations' describe an ideal gas.

The solid phase equation of state is presented in the form• of

a Hel*mholtt free energy function similar to the function used .by

Baer and Nunhiato .151. The constants appearing in the equation•

were obtained from shock-impact experiments conducted at Los

Alamos N4ational Laboratories (551. £xpressions for P(v,T) and .

e(v,T) needed for th, hydrocode calculations are derived from the

Second Law of Thermodynamics reciprocity relations between .-.

pressure, temperature, density, and Helmholtz free energy.

S.... ;-. ;-i•-;-
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Finally, Chapter 4 will include a method-of-lines finite

difference technique used to solve the resulting system of

differential equations dis cussed in this chapter.

one-dinensional shock tube examole [56) is referenced in order to

show a comparison between calculations made by the finite

difference numerical scheme and the analytic solution. This-

example was deemed necessary since one has no way of determining

the consistency of the numerical solution for the more complex * O

two-phase flow problem. The term 'consistency' refers to how wel'

the computer-generated solution compares with. the analytic,

solution.,

3.2 Seoarated Flow Analysis

The problem posed i n this wcr< involves modeling the

transition from an accelerating convective ignition front to a

steady state detonation wave that occurs. in a packed bed of

high-energy granulated propellant. A complete fluid dynamics/

thermodynamic description of this flow or.ocess must allow for each

phase to have properties of its own, independent of the other

phase. This implies that at any point in space, both phases can

exist and have values different from one another, for fluid

velocity, u, as well as the thermodynamic properties pressure P,

temperature T, and density r. The governing equations describing

this particular flow process were developed using a separated-flow

analysis. For more detail, the reader is referred to Wallis [461, _

Krier and Kezerle 1381, and Krier and Gokhale 1391. Other

p:-!:~~
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researchers to use the separated flow analysis include Chao et al.

(571, Crowe (58], Butler et al. [11 and more recently, Baer and

Nunziato (15). It becomes evident when one reviews Refs. 57 and 0

58, that there is some controversy regarding the exact form the

governing equations should take. In particular, the role of

inertial coupling terms in the resulting equations generates much

discussion concerning their appropriateness. The aporoach taken

in this work involves first presenting the conservation equations .

for each phase separately, and then combining th3 separate sets of -

equations to yield flow equations for the mixture.

Begin by assuming that each phase is itself a continuum. ror

the gaseous phase this imolies that 'blind' pores are nonexistent

and the gas is everywhere free to move. A blind pore is simply a

pocket of gas isolated from the re-=-: of the species. This

assumption also means that the discre:. nature of the individual

solid grains is ignored and the ar:a-y of packed particles is

assumed to be a continuous fluid body. However, the

particle-particle interaction force does appear in the

constitutive relations defining the force balance between phases- .-.-. :.-

.(see Sec. 3.6). The overall gas/solid -ixt-.re can also be assumed

to be a continuum having mass weighted properties of the two

phases. 'By treating each phase as a continuous body of mass

occupying a finite'volume, one can define thermodynamic properties

(P,T,v,e,h, 4,,r) , dynamic variables (u). and their continuous

derivatives () at every field lodation, x Thus, each phase -
x . ...

is completely defined at any given point in space. Hare, P

represents pressure, T. temperature, v specific volume, e specific - '.7

-.:.1.:.:
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internal energy,' h specific enthalpy, S specific entropy, a

HelmholtZ f re Ie energy, r density and u particle velocity. The

subscript 'iP refers to the specific phase, gas (i-g;) or solid

(imp). Likewise, the same variables and continuous derivatives

can be defined for *the qas/solid mrixture*J

For a given unit vol.ume, V assume that the volume occuoied
T

by the gas phase is Vg and that by the solid phase by VD.

Together, the sum equals the total volume

V.,s V + V (3.1)9.g p

As a consequence of the multiple phases, a new variable is

introduced where

V / V (3.2)

and from Eq. (3.1)

E * 1.0 (3.3)

A new variable-termed the *na se density' ca'n'ýe defined for each

phase as

r ~ *gr g(3. 4a)

and, r 2  P r (3.b

*Note, r is used f or' density instead of the usual -a

* * 0
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solid phase

3 (r 2 E.• - Or 2E u n + PO C.o 6P 1 3. 7b) -'-'£:i•

+ E

h detailed derivation of these equations (using a control

volume analysis) can be found in a paper by Krier and Kezerle

380).

The term E. in Eq. (3.7) represents the total energy (sum of

kinetic plus internal) for the 'i'th phase. The product (rE) is -

therefore the total energy per unit volume. Note that energy

fluxes due to radiation and conduction are neglected in these

equations. The source terms, 3, M, and E appearing in Eqs.

(3.5-3.7) will be discussed later.

One of the assumption's made in the separated-flow analysis is

that the gas/sold mechanical mixture 'of the two phases, must

itself be 3 conti uum and be definable by the same general form of

the flow equatio s is the separate phases (Eqs. (3.5-3.7)). This

assumption leads t* three mixture constraints, namely,

iS a 0 (3. $a)

0 " (3.8S)"

and, aGE (,c
L ch
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The (GE )term appearing in Eq. (3.8c) is due to the chemical
ch

reactions occurring in the mechanical mixture. Thus, consistent 0

with Eqs. (3.8a-3.8c), the interaction terms suqgested for Eqs.

(3.5-3.7) are

Sq G (3.9a)

Sp -G (3."b)

XT -GU (3.19~a)
g p

-Gu~ (3.10b)
pp

u 2
,

ch) ýP(3.11a)

u2.
and, i-G( 2)+ Q+ OU(3. lib

rpp

In Eqs. 03. 9 -3.11) the term C represents the rate of mass

generation per unit volume per unit time. it is given by

wa. 2  3-t (3.12)ý

where d- is the instantaneous particle diameter and d~x/dt is

surface burning rate given by Eq. (1.1). For this analysis all

particles are assumaed to be spheres. To treat nonspherical

part~icles Eq. (3.12) wdould have to be modified in order to account

for the increased surf ace-to-volu me ratio.
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The term .9 'appearing in the equations above is an interphase

(gas-solid) momentum transfer term due to viscous effects.. I~t ils

expressed as (381

2 (U 9 u)p fo(31)
(2d)2  g(.3

where f sanondimensional drag coefficient determined from
*Pg

experiments involving flow through packed beds of spherical beads

(591.

f ~ 0~ )2(76 5 (Re/(.: ) (3.14)
pg pg9 p

Here, Re represents the Reynolds number. Finally, Qrepresents

the interphase convective heat transfer rate

-6 ( h C'-T )(3.15)
g9 hpg (Tg

The heat transfer coefficient h is (601
pg

h - 0.65 [-a Re 0. r03 (3.16)
pg d

where k is the thermal conductivity of the gas, and Pr is the
g

Prandtl number.
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3.3 Mixture Equations

Sunmming the conservation of mass equations for both phases

(Eqs. (3.5a-3.5b)], one obtains an, expression for the conservation

of mass for the mixture

a~m -a(r.,u) (3. 17)

at a

where r Ur +r rrrr r2 Here, the subscr ipt 'mn ref ers to

the mixture properties. The. mixture velocity, u , appearing in

the equations, represents a mass weighted average of the two

ph~ases.

Likewise, the mixture momentum equation is derived by

combining Eqs (3.6a) and (3.6b) to obtain

(rum)M M ~(uM M M ( 1 r2 Ug2  / M) (3.18)
4)t ax ax

where P Mrepresents the mixture pressure, PU~g ~ The term

apeain i Es.(318 ivolving the product (r r ) is a mixture

inertial coupling term,,' similar to the one found in Soo's

,quations 1691 for the separate phases.

Finally,. after manipulating Eqs. (3.7a), (3.7b), and (3.12)

the mixture energy .qttation takes the form
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-� = - __________________

S
�(r 1r2(E�(u.-%) � -.

(3.19).a((u -u )(
- � -

0

3.4 £ntroov Inecualitv

0

Further invest*gaeion will, show that the equations describing

two-phase reactive flow derivee! in Section 3.2 do not violate the

Second Law of Therrnodynanics. First seated by Truesdell (54J �nd
0

later modified by Nunziato an� Walsh [531, the Second Law o�

Thermodv�amics. for a chemically reacting multiphase fluid is

061, - 0
Z(r. + G.6. ' d2.v(q1,/T1,) - rLr�,/T;) � (323a)
1, 2.2.

where q represents conductive heat transfer and E. radiative heat
2.

transfer to the 1'th phase. The summation in £q. (3.20a) is over

all constituents 'I. preset�t in the mixture. For our analysis £q. :..v;. -

(3.20a) reduces to
0

(C - U.Z�3b)
g,,p

S
The entropy � can now be eliiinated from the total derivative by

-' .¾introducing tne Helmholtz tree energy,, a a e - T j, to yield

0
r [((r(4 - A) - Ta)/1'� 1, * (G4)1) o (3.21)

q.p
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where. (*) represents the substantial derivative

D( 3( u LL(.26
Ot at ax: .. 2

The -energy equation tEqs. (3.7a) and (3.7b)] for each phase can be

substituted into Eq. (3.21) to eliminate e, giving

t~ L7E a -Ol ra rAT /T. + (GA)] > 0' (3.23)

After some algebraic' manipulation and recognizing the

therm~odynamic identity

2 'aa
p r2  ~ (3.24).

Eq. (3.23) beromes

r(!a- ~ + G (e a 0Ž)*ET (3~.25)
9.-P rOt 6-

Expanding Eq. (3.25) and int~roducing th e void-dependent

equilibrium pressure 1531 (to be discussed in Sec. 3.7),

and the chemical potential 1531,

3(ra),(3.27)
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eventually leads to
U2

2( -eD 
U 0(P )R G(e + -) Vu ...

Ot2p g 0
u2

[p. - O*h + ÷ :I > 0 (3.28)

In conclusion, Eq. (3.28) is a statement of. the Second Law of

Thermodynamics for the reactive two-phase flow being studied.

This entropy inequality must be satisfied for all field locations S

at al times. Stated in another way, the specific relations for

the interphase drag, heat transfer, and mass transfer stated

earlier [Eqs. (3.9)-(3.111) are constrained by the Second Law of .

Thermodynamics.

3.5 Equations of State

Up to this point in our analysis two-phase reactive flow,

we have introduced twelve unknowns [(u,e,P,T,+,r)] and,

[(u,e,P,P,j,r) ]p and only seven independent equations.. The

independent equations include the conservations of mass, momentum,

and energy for each phase (Eqs. (3.5-3.7)1 and the volume fraction

summation, Eq.'(3.3).

In addition to the conservation equations, constitutive
relations must' be provided describing 'the thermodynamic state of

the gaseous product phase and the unreacted solid phase. These

include a P(v,T) relation and'an e(v,T) relation. In~order to be

thermodynamically consistent, the suggested state equations must "

satisfy the Second Law of Thermodynamics reciprocal free energy
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relations

.r2 .a .rk ..
P r2  (..[ (3.29a) 0

and, • . a - T (P-) (3. 29b)

where '1' is the Helmholtz free energy, P is the thermodynamic

pressure, r is the material density, e is the specific internal

energy and T is the absolute temperature.

A

3.5.1 Solid Phase

The general form of the solid phas.: equation of state should

contain 'two terms, one dependent on the Lntermolecular separation

distance and one due to the kinecic motion of the molecules [54].

P(v,T) P p((v)+P2 (T) (3.330)1 2

A similar model suggested by Zel'dovich (27] contains a third

term due to electronic excitation. However, such a term only

becomes important at extremiely high temperatures (T > 20,00 )..

A suggested form of the P(v,T) equation of state for the

solid phase is [15)

,Pfl' + GlC (T T )/r• *(3 3L)-

. . o.-3

tv"
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The subscript 'p' indicates that all terms inside the brackets are

for the solid phase. In Eq. (3.31) Z(v) represents the Gruneisen

coefficient defined as the thermodynamic derivative

G~)i -( (3.32)6() aev

'and the function f'(r) represents the isotherm passing through the

amb ient -state (r,P,7,) . The caloric equation of state consistent

with Eq. (3.32) is

* a(f(r)-Z(v)C vln (r/r 0)To C (T-T 0)] (3.33)

and the defining free energy function is

f ufr)4 (v) C ln(r/r )(T-T
V 0 10

* C n(/ )+T-T )I(3,34)+CV (T0l(.0 o op

Shock impact experiments conducted at Los Alamos National

Laboratory (LANL) have provided -the shock velocity-particle

velocity data (U5  u )for HMX shown in* Fig. 3.1 E551. A least

squares fit yields

U (cm/S) *c + Su .(3.35)
s 0 p

'5

with c0  3. 07 x 1.0 cm/s and' S *1.79. -This expression is valid

for, shock pressures less than 40 GPa, values well within the scope

of, this works In fact, many solid materials exhibit linear shock
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velocity-particle velocity profiles for shock pressures in this

range (55]. If the U, up data is indeed linear, then Eq. (3.35)

along with the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions yields a general

expression for the P,v shock Hugoniot given by

2PH(r) r po cR/(l-SR) (3.36)

where, R l-r.lr (3.37)
ý0

An ordinary differential equation for the potential function f(r)

can be deteL ined by combining Eqs. (3.31), (3.33), (3.36) and am .

expression for the internal energy along the Hugoniot, (Eq. 1.7).

It is given as [15]

2 T .
fr = "G(v) fl(r)/Cv - G(v) 'C In(lr,r:

r°C°2(1 - r'/r)r r

r 2[1 S(l - ro/r) 2 2 -
S(3.38) -

Baer [151 has solved Eq.13.38) using as a boundary condition

a-G at r/r poS. The resulting polynomial for' HMX is

p0-°Q-~•°

2 3 4
f.(x) * 7.757 x + 13.33x + 18.04x

5 6 7
+ 2.828x * 24.91x + 278.3x

+383.6x 8  (3.39)

where, x (•rI l)-O
PO.-•°
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Figure 3.1i Shock velocity - .i

particle velocity shock
Hugoniot for H• (r a-l.89 gf/cc).
Taken from Ref.5
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Thus, the P(v,T), Eq. (3.31) and e(v,T), Eq. (3.33) equations of

state for the solid phase are complete.

3.5.2 Gas Phase

An equation of state for the products of both combustion and J

detonation must accurately describe the state of a mixture of

gases over a wide range of densities. A typical value for the gas

density at the CJ-plane is of the order of the condensed phase S

reactants (1.9 g/cc for HMX). In addition,'the product gases

generated in a detonation eventually expand to atmospher 4 c

density. For this reason, a single P(v,e) equation of state must

cover a rather large density range.

In , the. work presented here, a s.nple nonideal equation of J_

state taking a form similar to the Nc.)Le-Abel equation of state

was used for the detonation products. Here it is a sumed that,

Pg- r T (1n' r (31.40)
g.g .g.g.l 9rg)

The covolume term n' was chosen so that the equation properly

defines the thermodynamic st'ate at the CJ point as predicted when

using the TIGER (621 thermochemical code. For Hr1X with an initial

loading, density r 271.33 g/cc, TGER calculations yield a CJ

pressure PC -17.1 GPa, CJ temperature TCj-4303K and CJ density

r , -1. 79 g/cc. Assuming a constant, specific heat and product'

molecular weight, M427.81 g/g-mol, this yields a covolume

. S.' ii.. - '
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n 3. 60 cc/g (3.41-)

Values for CJ pressure, temperature and den .sity for other loading

densities are given in Table 5.1.

A caloric equation of state e(v,T) consistent with Eq. (3.41.)

is determined by first expressing the total derivative of e(v,T)

as

do- 3e~vTdv + (3e/r)T v dT (3.42)

Assuming a constant C. and using Maxwell's relations gives S

de C VdT + {T(OP/JT) - PI dv (3.43)

Now substituting in Eq. (3.49) gives the appropriate caloric

equation of state

do C VdT + IT(Or) (1 + nr) - ATr(l + nr)}

or, do C CdT (3.44)

Finally, integrating from (v T? ) to (v,T) gives

a(v,T) e e(v0 , TO) Cv (T -To) (3.45)

through the reciprocity relations defined -earlier IEqs.'

(3.29a), (3.29b)) Eqs. (3.40) and (3.44) yield the fre. energy
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function

a9 [R T 'n(r/r ) + R T n' r .

+ C, (T0 Zn(T/T) + - T)J (3.46)

ge

3.6 Interohase Force Ba.ance

In Sec. 3.2 the equations o0f motion were developed for' ..

two-phase reactive flow using a separated-flow analysis. It was

assumed that each phase (solid,gas) is itself a continuous body

and the two phases are coupled through interphase mass, momentum -

and energy transfer terms. Therefore,. equations of state were ..-

developed for the gas phase P a P (T v ) in Sec. 3.5.1 and for

the solid phase P * P (T v ) in Sec. 3.3.2. Up to this point in _
P P p p

the analysis the granular nature of the solid phas. has been

neglected and the fiow behavior of each phase has been modeled as

a-simple compressible fluid.

Since the compressibility-of the gas/solid mechanical mixture

is- void-volume dependent (631, it 'is desirable to develop a

constitutive relation, relating the stress on the granular matrix

to the change in void volume (compaction).

Research in the aroa of mathematically modeling the

equilibrium stress of a material under 'an applied external load is

well documented (64,651. The term equilibrium stress.,was defined

in Eq. (3.25). Zn the work presented here, th e matrix of packed
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grains is treated as a single hollow sphere where the inner and

outer radii are chosen such that the overall porosity of the

material is properly represented,. The pore collapse is assumed to

occur in three phases: (1) an elastic 'phase: (2) an

elastic-plastic phase, where plastic deformation begins at the

outer radius and progresses tow'ards the center: and (3) a plastic

phase where plastic deformation occurs throughout. The
e

mathematical relations between equilibrated stress P and void

porosity 'a', for the three phases of compaction and the

appropriate. range over which each occurs are given by [641

.elastic phase ao! a > a1l.

4G(a.-a (3.47)
3a(a -1

elastic-plastic phase all a > &2~

* - 2G - a)2G(a. -a)(38
3 ~ j(a 0  a)( - 1

ol1satic phase a >, a > a
2

Pe Y n a (3.49)

where the limits between the phases are given by
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a (2G'a ÷ Y)/(2G' + Y) (3.50)
0

and, a 2  (2G'a )/(2G' + Y) (3.51; .
2.0

In Eqs. (3.47-3.51) Y and G' are the yield strength and siear

modulus respectively. Values for Y and G' can be found in Table

"5.2.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the pe - a relationship for HMX at .

various initial densities. For example, a sample with an initial

density *of r 2 .1.58 g/cc (a -1.20) will transition from elastic

deformation to elastic-plastic deformation at approximately pe -

0.015 GPa and then to plastic deformation at p 0.031 GPa. As

shown in the figure, there is very little volume change prior to

the transition to fully plastic deformation.

One can now write a static force balance between the

gas-phase pressure P 9 the solid-phase stress Pp , and the

equilibrated stress.

Pp Pg . pe (3.5)

Equation (3.52) equates the thermodynamic stress in the solid

e
phase, Pp, to the sum of the equilibrated stress, P plus the gas.

phase pressure, P g The the term Pp represents stress due to
9 . °

'compression' 'of the solid while P represents stress due to

'compactlonl of the granular solid.

*-.• 0

t.. . 2o .
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Pressure - Porosity Relation
(P -A Low)

E r -~1.90 g/ce

S j

U

G I Plastic
P Elastic - Plastic
A Elsi

.051

0..

A- C V/Vso I

Fig, 3.2 Pressure-void volume relation

-ship for porous HMX..
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CHAPTER 4

NUMERICAL SOLUTION TECHNIQUE

4.1 Introduction

The govern'ing-equations derived in the previous chapter [-Eqs. 0

(3.5 -3.7)] form a system of six nonlinear hyperbolic partial

differential equations (PDEs). They can'be written in vector form

as:

where,, U~ t r1,, rrugru 1  Egr 2 ] (4.2a)

F(U) r 'rug r u 1 2r u+ P *),(r u2 4 )

(ruE+gggruE+ I (4.2b)

1~~ ch pppp

J0.

Eqatinn4decrb n-iesoatopas eciefo
withGo heat tnse by coDuio and 2aitongetd

i7.u G W 2 +,

wiitrhheat. triscofer tet arcndct also neglected. neglectoed.

Intraphase,~~~~~~~~~~ visou efet t*long'etd-Tevco
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contains the conserved variables, F(tU) the flux terms and S the

interphasa transport terms for mass, momentum and energy.

It should be noted that when a strong shock is present in the -

flow field, an additional constraint is imposed on the analysis.

The Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions (Eqs. (1.2),(1.3) and (1.7)]

must be satisfied across the snock discontinuity in addition to

Eqs. (4.1) . This constraint, together with the inviscid

conservation equations, yields the proper increase in entropy

across the shock front. When a shock is, not present the

conservation equations alone define, the flow behavior, although, i

the Second Law of Thermodynamics still requires that en'tropy . 0

increases or is constant.

Due to the nonlinear soirce/sink terms, a closed analytic

solution to the PDEs go-erning two-phase reactive flow is not .

possible. However, with known initial and boundary conditions 3r"e

can solve the system of nonlinear e-tuations by an appropriate ..

finite differenrze technique .

4.2 Finite Difference Grid

The nuiterical solution to Eqs. (4.1) is determined by first

discreti'zing the physical space domain into a finite number of

grids, each a constant AY in length. Thi: is illustrated in Fig.

".4.1'.
0 ..- o -

4. I'. .. ?-.?.?.9
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9 10.. 1 04 Uj

2t2 qU.•,,

t: to --X:0 AX 2AX 3AX L-2AX L-AX L
j-I 2' 3 4 J=2 J-1 J

Fig. 4.1 Time-distance finite difference grid

At each nodal point 'j', the distance from the origin '(j-l)

can be expressed as x U -1) Al where j -ml1,2 ... J . In a

similar mannet, time is discretized as tn+l - tn + Atn where, n -

91,*,...N .Here Atn represents a finite step in time. In Fig. 4.1

Un represents a value of the vector U a [rl, r2 . rlugI r 2 u p r1 Eg

E 3 located at the space-time coordinate U(j-l)tx, tn]. It is

assumed that the vector D is known for all spatial locations xiat

an initial time t° . In addition, boundary conditions for U at

(1  2 3 1 2 nx*9 and x-L U ,Ul3  O., and Uj,uj,...U ) are known for all

time 0 < t < T * In the work presented here the boundaries are

assumed, rigid, permeable and adiabatic. These assumptions-yield

the following boundary conditions.

d P/dxl - d P/dMY 0 o(i- 1,2) (4.3a)
L

-±1 u j e/ (i 9,P) (4;3b)

0 -

dde /dx 0
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Using a second-order, center-differenced finite difference

approximation, Eqs. (4.3a - 4.3c) can be written as,

(p and (p.).

[2.'. " Uing th followng-o sectio n ae intedifferenced i . numerincal

• -h . tehiue wlpbpsd oapoximateonthes.go.varn4.ng1dinfferentinals

(U 0

"In the equations [Eqse.. (4.1)nd thus, P rovidi•ng aoda method t ar

solution i Appendix lists the step-by-step

Sprocedure fol•lowedto solve the equations, e

4.3 Numerical Technique

SA method of -lines (MOL).technique [56] was used to solve the

system 'of nonlinear partial differential equations on a high speed

* . computer n CesER-175). Assuming that the vector U is known for all

.~'x at time t ,t the first step in the MOL approach is to express

the continuous i-derivatives as discrete finite differences at

SL each of the locationwill be used to reproxiaillbe used trpr*sent

an 'oi'th. order finite difference approximation to the derivative

-P. o

"_ "
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d( )/dx The 'second and fourth order center-differenced

algorithms are given by'

F(U) = (F(u)n - F(u)jI2•x +•'lx 2 1 (4.5a)

(-nF(u) n + F(u)n Flu)n 8Fnui
,5F(O) J+2 j+ , 12) (4.5b)

• . ~+ Malx4

respectively. In this analysis the second order scheme was used.

Using Eqs. (4.5) to express the continuous x-derivatives in Eqs.

(4.1) as finite differences, the system. of POEs at time t'are

reduced to a system of ODEs. They are given by

n -n .-n
dr 1/dt = f-Uj , j+l,Uj) (4.6a)

1 j+l j- )1

dr =J , U'1 ,Uj. 1 1 (4.7b)
d(r•ug)/dt 1 (4.7a)

11 9 fl jT

d (r u )/dt f C(U n, Un n (4.7b)
T n n --n

and d(r2 )/dt ( f( , . f,.) 14.8b)

Appendix B lists the complete form of Eqs. (4.6 -4.8). Once'the

POEs are reduced to ODEs at time' t7 , the 'solution is advanced in
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Stime to I+1hy solving the system of ODEs over the time increment tn

*'• Depending on the rate of chemical reaction, the system of

ODEs [Eqs. (4.6 - 4.8)) can either be 'stiff' or 'nonstiff'. The

term stiff refers to ODEs which have greatly differing decay

time-constants 1661. Early in the DDT process the convective

derivative time-constants are of the same order as those

describing the solid to gas decomposition. In this regime no

* single term dominates the behavior of the flow equations and

hence, they can be considered nonstiff. However, as the DDT

developes, the reaction rate increases drastically and the

"* chemical reaction terms in the governing equations dominate the

flow behavior. When this occurs, the 'standard' ODE solvers are

Ik forced to take very small internal time increments in order to

preserve stability. To be more efficient one would prefer a

numerical technique that can identify and treat stiff ODEs by

I • optimizing the internal time step.

Three different' soiution techniques were tested on Eqs. (4.6

- 4.8) . They include; a fifth order Runge-Kutta technique,

"" Gear's backward differentiation formulae (BDF) and, an 'Adams

technique. References 66 and 67 provide more information on these

techniques. In brief, the Adams method (Subroutine ODE 1681) is a

predictor-corrector solution technique where the predictoi cyc'e

"is explicit and the corrector is implicit. , The Runge-Kutta.

r• technique used (Subroutine RKF45 [68}) is a modified version of

* the classical explicit Runge-Kutta .,[671 method, and Gear'.s BDF
'Gar
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method (Subroutine DGEAR (691) is a multi-step algorithm for stiff

ODES.

For comparison purposes, the three different methods were

used to solve a 'baseline case'. The input data for the case is

listed in Table 5.2 This particular set of initial conditions

w&s selected since one can show that it represents flow behavior

which begins as a slow burning convective ignition front and

eventually makes a transition to a steady-state detonation wave.

The test case is introduced here only to make a comparison between

the different ODE solvers. Further details of the steady-state

parameters predicted for this case and a comparison with

experimental data can be found in Chapter 5

Each of the numerical algorithms was used to solve the

baseline case from t-0 to t-38.2 -s. At t38.2 Us the

steady-state' detonation wave had reached the x=L boundary and the

program was terminated. In Table 4.1 a comparison of pressure,

density and velocity at to 30.2 u s (382 time step cycles) is

given. The three show excellant agreement with each other and all

three techniques satisfy the theoretical steady-state detonation

solution. Regarding execution time, the Runge-Kutta'took 116 cpu

seconds, the Adams method took 138 cpu seconds and Gear's method

took 107 cpu seconds. for comparison purposes with other

machines, all were run on a Cyber-175 which computes approximately

.5.5 million instructions per second.

The comparison shown in Table 4.1 does not imply that the

S~.-..
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finite difference solutions are 'consistent' with the exact

analytic solution. It simply shows that the three methods are

'self-consistent' and that Gear's BOF is the most efficient for

the problem posed. Since there does not exist an exact analytic

solution to the two-phase reactive flow equations, one cannot make

a statement regarding the solutions consistency. However, .ty

reducing the governing equations to a system which can be solved

analytically, one can make implications about the merits of

using the MOL technique. This was done in Ref. 56 where the

Riemann shock, tube problem was solved for a polytropic gas using

the MOL method. The governing equations for the Riemann shock

tube problem are the one-phase, nonreactive, version of Eqs. (4.1)

The results from the finite difference MOL technique were in

close agreement with the analytic solution to this problem.

In addition to the three methods discussed here, a

Lax-Wendroff two-step scheme and a second-order MacCormack

predictor-corrector method were also tested. As shown in a recent

review article by 'Sod [701, the solution calculated' by both

methods develop stability problems, '

4.4 Artificial Viscosity

The artificial dissipation inherent in the finite difference

approximation to the Euler equations is sufficient to smooth out

small oscillations and. energy cascades present in flows not-

involving strong' shocks '711. However, if a strong shock is
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present an additional term should be included in the finite

difference form of the equations. It should be representative of

the entropy increase associated with a shock wave and act to damp

out oscillations occurring in the flow.

I

Artificial viscosity was first included in. the Lagrangian

form of the conservation equations as a means of, stabilizing the

numerical solutions to flow analyses involving shock waves (711.

The viscous term euggested was

(•*_x)2 1V laV,
(&) W IV, (4.9)
V ;t t

4

In Eq. (4.9) the term 3 is a constant 9 < 1 1

The 'viscous pressure' q was added to the thermodynamic

pressure , P, in the momentum and energy equations. Thus, terms

like dP/dx took the form d(P + q)/dx. The dV/dt dependency of Eq.

(4.9) indicates that the viscous pressure is much greater in the -

vicinity of shock waves than in compression waves which have slow

strain and relaxation rates.

S

In the work presented here, artificial viscosity Wias included %

in the Eulerian form of the governing equations as a second order

finite difference (561 _ g

5t ax ;X (4.19)
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where the viscosity term is approximated by

""x :U) n .n

.(x P j- (4.11)

and where,

nn

(a^ l.U+ a /2x (4.12)

n

with in . (u + c). (4.13)

4.5 Entropy Production in a Shock wave

In 4jiditi,-)n ta eliminating the oscillations inherent in the

numerical technique, there are several reasons based on physical

arguments for including the viscous pressure term in what appears

to, be a. correct finite difference approximation to the actual

differential equations. This section is included to outline some

of the reasons for including artificial viscosity in the numerical

model.

As stated earlier, the governing equations include no viscous .

effects. An interphase momentum transfer term appears in the

variable ý [see Eq. (3.10)1, depindent on the relative phase

velocities, but intraphase viscous effects are simply neglected..

This assumption is valid as long as the rate of volume deformation
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in the gas is low. However, within the thickness of a shock wave,

the strain rate s extremely high and viscous effects play an
0

important role in determining the shock structure. Because of

this, Eqs. (4.1) must be modified in the region of the shock front

to include viscous energy dissipation.

Begin by considering a very limiting form of the conservation

equations for one-dimensional flow where viscosity, conduction,

radiation and chemical reaction are neglected.

9r a (ru) 0 (4.14)
t IX

2.
ru) P + ru2) 0 (4. 15)

1(rE) + (Pu + ruE)=0 (4.16)

Along with an equation of state, P-Piv,e), Eqs. (4.14 - 4.16)

completely define, the flow behavior of a constapt entropy process. .-

When a shock wave is present in the flow field the flow is no

longer reversiblo. 'Hence,, to be correct, the entropy increase

across the shock wave must be included in the defining equations.

By including a viscous pressure term , q, with the same strain

rate dependency as Eq. (4.9), the entropy increase in the shock

.wave can be properly modeled. "



S~. . ..... .. .... .

Q8

Including q, the gove'rning equations take the form

3 4r - -u 0(.7
at 3x

2

3t ax -

and .24.) +(( q ) u + ruE) 0(4.19a)
ax

The 'new' energy equation (Eq. (4.19a)) can-be rewritten fodr

a Lagranglan cell ai (721

de -- (P~q)dv (4.19b)

Equating Eq. (4.19b) to the First Law of Thermodynamics

do Td 3 Pdv (4.20)

yields

Td4 * -qdv (4.21.) -

0 -qv(4.22)
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where the subscript 'i' refers to the irreversible shock process.

Integrating Eq. (4.22) from the initial state to the shock state

yields

vs
e , s

I sde -f-qdv (4.23)
eo V

0

or, .

(e -e ) -I qdv (4.24)
S 0e v0

Equation (4.24) is an expression for the amount of energy .

available to irrev-rsibly heat the shocked material. The right

hand side can be evaluated in the computer program at each

x-location and' compared to the irreversible work, (es-eo);f.Td&, -

which can be calculated from known shock Hugoniot data (73). If

the two are equivalent, the 'artificial' term q is accurately

modeling the entrcpyproduction in the shock process.
0

0-"j .

0-jo.

0'/.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Results

5.1 Introduction

Proposed in Chapter 1, Section' 1.3, were three different

scenarios describing DDT in condensed propellants/explosives.

-' Although the predetonation events are different for each proposed

scheme, the final solution, a steady state detonation, is the same

for all three. Two of the three cases, DDT-Case 1 and DDT-Case 2

will be examined in more detail in this chapter. The finite

difference numerical method developed in Chapter 4 will be used to

integrate the time dependent PDEs governing the flow behavior and

the results obtained from the comput.r code will be compared with

theoretical steady state detonation solutions. In addition,

experimental data from outside sources will be introduced for

comparison with the computer predictions.

Table 5.1 presents data for CJ pressure, CJ temperature, CJ

density, covplume n'and-detonation velocity D for HMX explosive at

various initial densities. The initial loading density was

defined in Eq. 3.4b as

." r r o r , r 2 *r /a since, a I/(-gO)
2 pP 2~ po0 0 g

The data in Table 5.1 is for the density range 1.20 g/cc < r2<

S1.90 g/cc where the upper limit represents crystalline HMX ( *go-

.go, a ol0). These data were calculated using ths, TIGER chemical
k0*
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equilibrium computer code developed at SRI International (62].

Each set of thermodynamic properties (P,v,T) represents the CJ

state for the specified initial density r 2  . The TIGER code

computes the CJ state from information about the unreacted shock

Hugoniot, chemical formula of the condensed explosive, and

equation of state for eaca of the product gases (741. Throughout

Chapter 5 the steady state solutions predicted by the DDT code

will be compared with the TIGER data in Table 5.1

5.2 DDT-CASE 1

The test configuration (Fig. 1.2) for DDT-Case I consists of a
bed of propellant grains, tightly packed (a < 1.67) in a steel

0

tube. Prior to ignition at x-0, the bed has a uniform

distribution of unisized spheres. The reader is referred to.

Section 1.3 for a review of this particular DDT process. Whether

or not the accelerating deflagration wave actually makes a

transition to a steady state detonation depends on the properties

of the material and the initial conditions. A few of the

parameters which determine whether a DDT event will take place

include; propellant density rc, initial loading density r2 ,

propellant chemical energy E , bed confinement burning'rate
ch go

'd2/dt, bed length L, igniter strength, and initial grain size d
.0

No' single parameter alone can be regarded as the most critical

factor in, determining whether a DOT will occur. For example, a

confined -bed of small, high-energy, tightly-packed grains provides

the. ideal pressure-rise rate for a DDT, however, if the bed is

shorter than the critical detonation run-up distance £ a
cJ
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detonation cannot occur. The granular bed would experience a

rapid overpressurization but it would not detonate.

- To test the DDT computer code ws chose to model the

well-documented experimental work of Bernecker and Price

[7,8,32,75]. Computer output for four sample cases predicting a

DDT outcome will be discussed in this section. Common input data

for the four sample runs can be found in Table 5.2 . The material

F. being studied is HMX (731 and the initial grain size is do=209 pm.

Throughout the remainder of this chapter, the four cases will be

referred to as Case lA, Case lB, Case 1C and Case ID. With the
. exception of initial gas porosity * o"the input data is the same

go

for all four cases. Cases lA-lD have initial porosities of +go

0-.32, 0.26, 9.37, and 0.30 respectively. Values predicted by the

DDT code for CJ pressure, CJ temperature., CJ density, and

' detonation velocity will be compared with TIGER data [621 and the

Sinitiation front xt locus will be compared-with experimental data

(75).

The predicted gas pressure, gas'velocity, porosity and gas

generation rate profiles for Case 1A ((od-.32) are shown in rigs.

5.1a-5.1d respectively. For this particular case the rate of

- product gas generation is extremely rapid and the accelerating

"- deflagration wave makes a transition to a steady state detonation

19 cm from the ignition source (x-0). The rapid pressure rise

" during the deflagration phase is' due in part to the high

surface-to-volume ratio of the very small (43o-200 pm) propellant

grains. It should be noted that the initial particle size 'does
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TABLE 5.2 INPUT DATA FOR CASES 1A, 2A, 3A and 4A

Bed length L - 20 cm

Burning rate index n - 1.00
4 -Buraing rate coefficient b - (0.002)(cm/s) (1.45x10-4 Pa'
7Gas specific heat at corstant volume Cvg 1.77x 10 erg/g-K

vg 7Solid specific heat at constant volume C• - 1.5 x 10 erg/g-K
10PChemical energy E - 5.84 x 1010 erg/g

Chemial enCh"Gruneisen coefficient at (Po" ro' To) Go 1.10
0 . '0 0

Shock velocity-Particle velocity S - 1.79
hugoniot slope
Solid phase sound velocity at (Po0 rot To0  C0 w-3.07 x 105 cm/s
Number of cells N - 200
Solid density rp -, 1.90 g/cc

Yield strength Y - 3.52 x 10 dy/cm'
Initial pressure Po - 1.0 x 106 dy/cm2

Initial temperature To - 300 KJ
Initial grain size (spheres) d0 - 200 .m
Initial porosi•y Case lA o 0.32, aol' 1.46
Initial porosuty Case 1B 00 - 0.26. a0 - 1.35
Initial porosity Case IC 00 - 0.47, a ,- 1.59
Initial porosity Case ID - 0.30, a0 - 1.43

0
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not alter tho final detonation state. However, it clearly effects

the predetonation pressure-rise rate and the detonation run-up

length.

Figure 5.1a illustrates the gas pressure profiles (Px) for

Case 1A at ti-e increments of 5 ps. The CJ pressure is calculated

from the computer output to be PCi-16.9 GPa and the steady state

detonation velocity is D-7.01 mm/ps. Case 1A also predicts values

of T -4289 K and v =0.568 cc/g. These and other data can be
CJ CJ

found in Table 5.3 . The DDT code values compare favorably with

the TIGER chemical equilibrium predictions of P -17.26 GPa and
CJ

D-7.05 m/)s . TIGER predictions are the result of a chemical

equilibrium calculation involving the detonation product gases.

The code also includes solid carbon in oxygen deficient explosives

(i.e., TNr). It has been thoroughly tisted for detonating

homogoneous explosives and is well accepted in the explosives

community.

"In, addition to, the computer calculated CJ properties being in

agreement with -the theoretical CJ properties, the expansion wave

following the steady state detonation should satisfy certain

fundamental relations of fluid mechanics. In particular, any,

state along' the expansion wave' is related to the CJ point by Eq.

* (1.14),w

"* , ... (ucj)

i'i
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where "y is the polytropic exponent, u(x) is the fluid velocity at

some location x in the expansion wave, and Ccj is the sound

velocity at the CJ point. Also, two known boundary conditions are

that the fluid velocity must equal zero at both the fixed walls

(xa0, x-L). Thus, the steady state wall pressure, P(x=0),

predicted by the computer code should satisfy Eq. (1.14) with

u(x0)0 . Case IA predicts values of u -1.88 mm/j/s, c -5.12
CJ CJ

mm/i/s and y-2.73. For these input parameters Eq. (1.14) yields a

steady state wall pressure, P(x=G) 5.6 GPa . This is consistent

with the code predictions (see Fig. 5.1a), wnere P( xag, t > t
i .

-4.9 GPa.

.Shown in Fig. 5.1b are the gas velocity profiles (u,x) for

Case 1A at 5 ps time increments. It is interesting to note that u

approaches zero at approximately the midpoint between the CJ point

and the wall. Detonation theory (251 predicts u - 9 at exactly

half-way for a polytropic gas and approximately half-way for other

gases.

.Using the' t-66 s profile as an example, several key

features of the detonation, wave can be illustrated. First,.

upstream of the detonation front, x > 35 cm,, the material is

undisturbed and u - 9. Figures 5.1a, 5.1c, and 5.1d also indicate

that for x > 35cm the pressure and porosity are unchanged from

their initial conditions and the product gas generation rate is

zero. Again referring to, thQ t-66 ps profile in Fig. 5.1b, one

can see ,that the gas velocity rises rapidly across the shock front

(x-34 cm) and then decreases to u of at around x.13 cm This

--A
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feature is consistent with the statement presented above regarding

the shape of the expansion wave. (Note, the t=60 ps profile was

selected for illustration purposes only.) Because of the steady

state nature of the detonation solution, all Cf the

post-detonation profiles will show similar characteristics.

The remaining figures for Case 1A (Figs. 5.1c, 5.1d)

illustrate the, gas porosity (• ,x) and gas generation rate (G,x)

profiles at time increments of 5 ps. The very narrow detonation

reaction zone is apparent in both figures. In Fig. 5.1c it is

depicted by the. short distance over which the porosity increases

from ambient, +g,-0.32, to an all-gas regime, *g . .0

Finally, the ignition front x,t locus for Case 1A was

compared with experimental data by Price and Bernecker [75]. The

comparison is shown in Fig. 5.1e. The square data points indicate

the experimental (x,t) data [751 and the solid'line comes from the

numerical simulation. The agreement is favorable with both sets

of data indicating a steady state detonation velocity of

approximately 7 mm/ps.

As stated earlier, the input data for Cases 1B, 1C, and 1D

are similar to Case IA with the exception of the initial porosity.

The gas pressure, gas velocity, porosity and gas generation rate

profiles for these three cases-can be found in Figs. 5.2 - 5.4

Also, Table 5..3 provides a summary 'of the CJ parameters for all

the cases. The first' line, -in each data set lists the values

calculated using the DDT computer code and the second line
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TABLE 5.3: CJ Par ameters (P,T,vD from DDT code)

r 2 (g/cc) 00 Pcj(GPa) TCjI(K) uCP(m/us) cc7(x!uhIus) D(lm/us) r.,(g/cc)

rDvrCode 1.20 0.368 14.38 4201 1.82 4.83 6.65 1.64
T=E " 14.92 4337 1.84 4.92 6.76 1.65

DOT Code 1.30 0.316 16.90 4289 1.88 5.12 7.01 1.76

TIG= 17.26 4304 1.89 5.16 7.05 1.78
S

D WICode 1.33 0.300 18.11 4406 1.95 5.26 7.14 1.80

18.00 4300 1.31 5.22 7.13 1.81

wiD Code 1.40 0.263 1.9.64 4393 1.93 5.45 7.40 1.87
TM E 19.60 4280 1.92 5.42 7.33 1.89

I.

m

r-,
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contains the TIGER predictions.

Figure 5.5 is a plot of detonation pressure versus initial

loading-density squared (r 2 ) for HMX. The data comes from three

sources, TIGER, the DDT computer calculations and data from Ref.

76 . In the range of densities l.0g/cc < r 2 < 1.38 g/cc, the

approximation [76]-

PcJGP3) - 10.3 r2 (5.1)

can be used to calculate the CJ pressure for these explosives.

As shown 'in Ref. 76, most condensed explosives consisting of

the elements Carbon, Hydrogen, Nitrogen and Oxygen (CHNO-type)

have a linear relationship between CJ density and initial loading
density, r -(1-olo)r In fact, the P,v behavior is independent

2 go po
of the CHNO formulation. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.6 . The

open-circle data points represent TIGER predictions for HMX (C4 H8

N 0 ) and the triangular data points are for several different

CHNO explosives. They include; TNT C7 H5 N3 06, RDX C3 H6 N6 06 ,

PETN C H8 N4 CS2H Tetryl C7 "5 NS 0 , and Picric acid C6 H, N0 7 .

• The DDT code predictions are shown as the solid-box dat "

points. A least squares fit to the data from Ref. 76 yields

C 0.136 + 1.238 t 2  (S.2a)-

•-and a least squares fit to the TIGER data yields
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r 0 9.261 + 1.157 r (5.2b)CJ 2 '

Shown in Fig. 5.7 is a plot of the detonation run-up distance

as a function of the initial porosity, " The input'data for
go

each case is the same as in Table 5.2 . The one experimental data

point shown is from Ref. 75. For the porosity range 0.26 <.t <
go

0.37, Fig. 5.7 shows the detonation run-up distance increases as

the initial porosity increases. This is in fact the same trend -

shown by Korotkov et. al 136] for granulated PETN (d =-49 m and d
0 0

- 1000 pm). However, their data showed the run-up length to be a

minimum at 6.20 (for d -1900 prm) and then to increase for +go
go 'go ..-

< 9.29. -< <

The four cases discussed above, Cases 1A, 1B, iC, and 1D are

all examples of a DOT-Case 1 hazard. Each simulates a packed bed

of HMX undergoing a transition from an accelerating convective

burn to a steady state detonation. values predicted for CJ

pressures, CJ temperature, and CJ density match TIGER,

calculations.' In addition, the detonation run-up length $Cj and

steady state detonation velocity D obtained from the DOT code are

in close agreement with experimental data.

From the data presented above, it appears that this type of

DDT is primarily a result of the rapid pressure rise early in the

event. Because of thi complex coupliag between all of the flow

variables, it would be misleading to state that one parameter

alone is responsible for the DDT. The 'pressure-rise rate,' is a

•. i'l'I:
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function of several variables. In all cases studied thus far, the

initial grain size was very small (do-200 pm) and the reaction

rate (reflected in the burning rate index n) -was very high

(n-l.0) These two factors, combined with product gas

confinement, high initial solids loading g and high chemical

energy E ,result in a rapid pressure rise.
ch

It should be noted that in some instances of convective * I

burning in a confined bed of granulated propellant, DDT will not

occur. For instance, experiments [36] show that when a granular

bed has a high initial gas porosity (i.e., go-0.5 5), DDT, does not

occur*

The question now arises as to whether a propellant be! with -

the same initial conditions as Case 1A - 1D will make a transition

to a detonation if the reaction rate is reduced. Although it is -

true that the steady state detonation solution is unaffected by

the kinetics, the transient events prior to detonation are greatly

affected. The DDT code yields , the same 'CJ propexties and

detonation velocity over the range 0.85 <-n < 1.02. However,

the detonation run-up. distance ki was 'found to be dependent on

the reaction rate n. Figure 5.8 is a plot of JCj versus burning

rate index, n. With the exception of n, the input data is

unchanged from Case IA. Interestingly, when the index was lowered

to nug.80, a major new~ factor is predicted.
S??...

S: '6

I
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5.2.1 Plug Formation

Figures 5.9a - 5.9c show the pressure profiles (P,x) for a

case identified as Case 1E. The initial conditions are the same

as Case 1A with the exception that .the burning rate index is now

n-0.80. Figure 5.9a slows pressure profiles for 75 ps < t < 103

ps. At t=103 ps the ignition front has reached x= 10 cm and is

traveling at a velocity , u - 0.5 mm/ps. Note, due to the slow

burning propellant grains, the pressure buildup is very slow

relative to Cases 1A - 1D. The maximum pressure at t -103 ps is

3 GPa. Figure 5.10a shows the porosity profiles for the same

times. Behind the ignition front,' *gslowl! increases with time.

Ahead of the ignition front, +gis decreasing, indicating that the

voids are closing.

'An interesting event happens at t- 104 jus. The bed has

totally collapsed ahead of the ignition front. The term "plug" is'

sometimes used in the DDT literature [4]. Once the plug forms,

the hot product gases can no longer permeate the material ahead of

the' ignition front. From t=104 ps on, the propellant behind the

ignition front continues to react, increasing the -local gas

pressure. As the gas pressure at x-lb cm increases with time, the

propellant to the right of the plug will be stressed. Figure 5.9b
- 9..,

shows the pressure-distance profiles at t 1 104 ps, 105 ps, 106 •s

and 107 us. The increasing gas pressure to the left of the plug

has stressed the right hand side, increasing the thickness of 'the

solid p• g. In.addition, a shock wave has formed at the front of

the plug as a result of coalescing stress-waves. Figure 5.10b

9-'•o°'
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shows the porosity-distance profiles for the same four times.

The final two figures, Figs. 5.9c and 5.10c show the

pressure-distance and porosity-distance profiles at t = Il1 ps and

t 113 ps. The shock wave developed in the plugged propellant
/

has shock initiated the material at the location x = 12 cm. The

result is a steady-state detonation wave traveling at CJ velocity

through the unreacted material., Figure. 5.11 is a plot of the

ignition front x,t locus for Case IE. The ignition front

accelerated to u - 0.5 mm/)as while burning in the convective mode

prior to plug formation. After shock initiation of the plugged

material, the wave travels at a constant value of D -7.0 mmi/ps.

5.2.2 DDT-Case 1 Summary -

The DDT-Case 1 scenario involves an accelerating convective

ignition front propagating through a bed of fragmented high-energy

propellant. Under certain ircumstances (i.e., small particles,

high confinement, rapid solid to; gas decomposition, long bed

length, high initial solids loading), a shock can develop before

the ignition front reaches the end of the granular bed.. If so, .

the deflagration wave can make a transition to a steady state

detonation wave. This was i lustrated in Cases 1A 10. In each

of the four cases the DOT event started with a quiescent bed of

granular propellant, ignited at one end by a thermal source. The

final solution in each of the four cases was a steady state

detonation wave which satis ied the Rankine Hugoniot jump

conditions.
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As expected from chemical equilibrium calculations, the CJ

properties and detonation velocity predicted by the DDT code are

dependent on the initial solids loading. This was illustrated in

Fig. 5.1e and 5.1f . one should note that this is only true if

the granulax bed makes the transition to detonation. Simply

specifying an initial solids loading does not assure a transition

to detonation. Put more strongly, the buildup to DDT cannot be

equated to a single propellant property or -initial condition

alone. This is apparent when one studies the complex system of

coupled differential equations governing the flow behavior.

A second branch of the DDT-Case 1 hazard ,was illustrated in

Case 1E. The. initial conditions were the same as Cases 1A - 1D

with the exception of the burning rate index which was lowered to

n 0 0.80. At first, it would appear, that a lower decomposition

rate would eliminate the rapid pressure rise behind the reaction

front and thus eliminate the DDT hazard. However, as was shown in

Case 1E, a DDT is still possible. In Case 1E the granular'bed

formed a "plug" ahead of the ignition front. This was due to the

compaction caused by the stress wave transmitted ahead of the slow

burning' reaction front. Several microseconds after plug.

formation, stress waves generated by the reacting granular

material behind the plug, shock initiated the porous material

ahead of the plug. This type of DDT has been identified in the

recent experiments conducted by Campbell 141.

Although the granular bed DDT scenario (Case-1) is the mos\, -
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widely studied in the laboratory [4-8,321, it may not be the only

DDT hazard possible in a rocket motor environment.

5.3 DDT-Case 2

Figure 1.5 is an illustration of the DDT-Case 2 experimental

configuration. The region labeled "Zone 20 is a segment of cast

explosive or cast high-energy propellant and "Zone 1" is a I

granular bed of the same material. It is assumed that the length

L of the granular bed is less than it's critical detonation

run-up length, tCJ* This indicates that the granular bed cannot - .cJ
undergo a direct transition from deflagration to detonation.

However, through momentum transfer across the Zone 1/Zone 2 .-

interface, the rapid pressure rise in Zone 1 can result in shock

initiation of the cast material in Zone 2.

Figure S.12 shows the proposce **;uance of: events leading to

a DDT-Case 2 event. Superimposed on each section of the figure is'

a solid line representing the local gas porosity (+g'= 1/(l-a' )

as a function of x, the distance from the left wall. A value of
6

l.9 (as-a) represents a zone of all gas while =g9 (aul.G) "

indicates a homogeneous solid. "'

Part A is a sketch of a granular bed adjacent to a porous,

cast explosive. The black dot* in Fig. 5.12 represent voids in

the cast material. Throughout 'theentire process (A-F) the solid

grains to the leit of the ignition front are reacting, resulting

in an increasing gas pressure. Consequently, the porous material
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to the right of the ignition front is stress loaded at the

material interface. Illustrated in Part C is the collapse of the

pores +g 0), a result of the local stress exceeding the yield

strength of the material (see Sec. 3.6). As shown in Part C, the

pore collapse begins at the porous explosive/ burning bed ,

interface. Parts D and E show the thickness of the pore-collapse

zone to increase with, time as the lead compression wave travels

further into the cast material. Finally, the finite compression

waves coalesce into a shock front which shock in iti-ates the cast

explosive at a location downstream of the interface. Starting at

this location a detonation propagates-through the porous material

while a retonation wave propagates back through the compressed

material (Part F).

If one is to analyze the transient events occurring in the

cast material shown in -Fig. 1.5 (Zone 1), one initial and two

boundary dondi.tions must be specified. For this analysis the

initial conditions are the same as those listed in Table 5.2. To

specify the boundary condition at x-Q one must determine the rate

at which the reacting granular bed (Fig. 1.5, Zone 2) stresses the

cast material (Fig. 1,.5, Zone 1). This was determined by running

the DOT code discussed in the previous section with bed lengths

less than the critical detonation run-up length. For example,

Case 1A (Ig -6 cm) was run witn L-4 cm. Plotted in Fig. 5.13 are

the P(t, x=L) functions obtained for several different cases.• As

shown in the figure, the pressurization rate in the granular bed,

dP/dt, is strongly dependent on the initial particle size. Using

the information provided in Fig. 5.13 as a Plx=•,t)- time boundary
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condition, one can now evaluate the stress wave .propagation

through the cast material. -

For comparison purposes, two DDT-Case 2 simulations were run

where a linear stress-time function

P(x09,t) a (0.20 GPa/)zs) t (5.3)

wa- ubed as the -9-(Figl.5) boundary condition. The first case

(r2 -1.90 g/cc, a -0l.00 will be referred to as Case 2a and the

second case (r -1.30 g/cc, a ol.46) as Case 2b. 6
2 o

The Pop-plot data shown in Fig 2.4 provides us6&"l

information for this comparison. A shock strength of 3 GPa in _

porous HMX (r -1.24 g/cc, a-1.53) corresponds to a detonation
2

run-up distance of C -5 mm . In fact, the porous HMX will

detonate when shocked to astrength as low as P - 0.6 GPa. On, the

other hand, the near-crystalline HMX (r 2 -1.89 g/cc, a1l.91) shown

in ýFig. 2.4 requires a shock strength of at least P - 4 GPa to

detonate. "

Figure 5.14 is a plot-of the stress profiles (P,X) predicted

for Case 2a. The stress waves coalesce into a 3 GPa shock at a

distance of. approximately x 16 cm. Once the shock forms it

propagates through the bed at a constant velocity of U ='3.88

mm/jzs.. There are no signs of chemical reaction throughout the

entire process (0< t<80 ys). The temperature behind the shock

front is calculated from the solid-phase caloric equation o state

-* . *. .* ;- . . ,.
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Eq. 3.38 ) to be T = 345 K, a value too low to initiate reaction

in the homogenerus solid.

Porous, exothermic materials are much more sensitive to shock

initiation than those containing voids. Pop-plot data (Fig. 2.4) .

clearly indicates that porous materials will detonate at much

lower. shock strengths than the equivalent homogeneous sample.

It's theorized [51] that the density discontinuities within the - .

porous material are responsible for multi-dimen3ional shock

interactions resulting in localized zones of increased thermal

energy. It has' been estimated that a shock strength of 3 GPa in . 0

HNS will generate a hot spot temperature of well over 1000 K (291.

The DDT computer code incorporates the hot spot theory of Hayes

(291 (see Appendix C) when m%.deling porous- reactive materials. ,

Shown in Fig. 5.15 are the pressure profiles (P,x) for Case

2b. Profiles for to 5 ps and to 10 ps are shown in Fig. 5.15a.

During the time increment 0 <, t < 10 ps the voids in the porous

material begin to collapse. At, i-1• ps a shock wave begins to

form at around x-l.5 cm. Prior to tnlg ps there is no sign of

chemical decomposition of the solid phase.. Shown in Fig. 5.15b

are the pressure- distance profiles at t-ll ps. The solid has

begun to react.and the pressure shows a peak of P * 4.5 GPa. The

bulk temperature at th'is time is only T-350 K.

Note, a 50 K increase in the solid phase temperature should

not be enough to initiate reaction.' However,' the, hot spot

temperature, calculated for the 3 GPa shock front, is T *2966 K.
H
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The solid decomposition begins in the hot spot vicinity and

spreads to the surrounding material. This all occurs in less than

one-half microsecond. The sequence of stress profiles shown in

Fig. 5.15c illustrate the fully developed, steady state detonation

wave propagating through the reactive material at a velocity of

D=7.50 mm/ps. The CJ state is measured to be P=17.9 GPa, TCj 4 2 0 0

K and v CjU-. 6 19 cc/g. Figure 5.16 shows the x,t locus of the

stress wave front and the detonation front for Case 2B.

5.3.1 DDT-Case 2 Summary

In some instances, the length of a granular bed (i.e., Fig.

1.1) may be less than the critical detonation run-up length of the

bed configuration. If this is the situation, one might assume

that the motor would over-pressurize, but not detonate. However,

when one considers the surrounding porous cast propellant, the

hazard still exists.

A DDT-Case 2 event can occur when the stress waves generated

in a burning granular bed shock initiates adjacent cast material.,

Computer predictions show this to be a very likely event if the

adjacent cast material contains voids, This was illustrated in

Case 2B. Two mechanisms have been identified as contributing to

the increased'shock sensitivity of porous cast propellant compared

to a voidless sample of the same propellant. First, it was shown

that for the same stress rate applied to the surface of the cast

material,' the stress waveawill coalesce into a shock much sooner

in porous material than in nonporous'materi,al. 'This i - due to the
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increase in sound velocity as the porous material is consolidated.

Secondly, the porous material will shock initiate at much lower 6

shock strengths than the homogeneous material. It is theorized

[511 that density irregularities in the porous material can cause

shock coalescence which leads to localized areas of increased .!8

internal energy. If the localized heating is great enough to

initiate solid decomposition, the result can be run-away reaction,

shock strengthening, and subsequent detonation. - S

Again, as in the DDT-Case 1 study, the important aspect of

this type of DDT analysis is the predetonation pressure buildup in - -

the reaction zone. The rate at which the stress waves are

transmitted from the burning. granular bed to the porous cast

material determines where and when the shock wave developes.

Taken in conjunction with the propellant properties and physical

dimensions of the motor, one can determine if a DDT hazard is

likely.

"t.

9°,.
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Summary of DDT

The work presented in this report has categorized three

distinct ways in which high-energy solid propellant can undergo a

transition from deflagrative (convective) combustion (DDT-Case 1,

DDT-Case 2) or conductive combustion (DDT-Case 3) to' a high-order

detonation. The event referred to is called DDT (Deflagration to

Detonation Transition) or DSDT (Deflagration to Shock to

Detonation Transition). The terms DDT and DSDT were used

interchangeabley throughout the text. The emphasis of the

research presented here was on the transient events'prior to the

detonation as well as the steady state detonation conditions.

Chapter 1 provided a review of shock waves and detonation

waves in homogeneous fluids and Chapter 2 documented some of the

published work on two-phase flow, SDT (Shock to Detonation

Transition), DDT, and other related topics. A mathematical

description of the fluid mechanic's of the DDT process was

developed in Chapter 3. A major assumption made in modeling the

transient, two-phase (product gas, unreacted solid) flow behavior

was that each phase, by itself, is a continuum. In addition, the

mass-weighted mechanical mixture of the two phases combined is

also a continuum. The resulting 'separated flow' governing

equations include the conservations.of mass, momentum and energy

for both the solid phase and the product. gas phase. The gas phase

and solid phase conservation -equations are Coupled -through
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constitutive relations for interph'ase mass, momentum and energy

transfer. Equations of state for both the compressible solid

material and the detonation product gases were also developed. The

solid phase equation of state is based on'information from the

unreacted shock Hugoniot and the gas phase equation of state is a

modified form of the nonideal Nobel-Abel equation of state.

Finally, an interphase force balance between the gas pressure,,

solid stress and void-dependent equilibrium stress was used to

obtain closure. ,

In Chapter 4 a finite difference numerical technique was

described which solves the resulting system of coupled, .

time-dependent, two-phase flow equations. A method of lines (MOL)

procedure was used to solve the 'stiff' differential equations.

The technique involves decoupling the space and time derivatives

at each discrete point in x,t space. References cited in Chapter

4 show that the MOL is a suitable numerical technique for solving

the Euler equations. Included in Chapter 4 was a short discussion

on the artificial viscosity coefficient used in the finite

difference form of the differential equations. The term was

included to smooth small oscillationk present in the numerical'

solution. It was also shown in' Chapter 4 that the term is

necessary in order to properly account for.the entropy increase

across shock waves.

Finally, results'obtained from the numerical Simulations were

presented in Chapter 5 for two of the three DDT scenarios.

Whenever possible, the numerical predictions for.CJ properties,
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detonation ve&.ocity and detonation run-up length were compared

with experimental data and predictions obtained from a

comprehensive chemical equilibrium computer code (TIGER [621).

The first DDT scenario (DDT-Case 1) describes the results

from convective combustion in a packed bed of granulated

high-energy propellant or explosive. The term 'convective

combustion' is used to describe flame spreading through a granular

bed of reactive material resulting from a pressure gradient .

driving hot gases over the surface of the unreacted particles.

Four examples ( Cases 1A -1D) were shown where DDT-Case 1 did _-.9

occur. In each case the process started as a slow burning

convective ignition front which after a short time (20 -. 50 ps)

made a transition to a steady state detonation. Values predicted --

for the CJ properties (pressure, temperature, specific volume), and

detonation velocity were in close agreement with values predicted

by the chemical equilibrium computer code. Also, the ignition

front (xt) locus for one case was compared with experimental data'

from Price and Bernecket [751. In that particular case, both

experimental data and numerical predictions showed ihe detonation

wave traveling at a constant detonation velocity D-7.00 mm/ps.

It should be re-emphasized at this time that a DDT of this

type did not always occur. Simply having accelerating convective,

combustion in a 'confined granular bed does not imply a DDT will

always occur. For example, as shown in Sec.-5.2 ,.a granular bed

with a high initial gas porosity o 0.55 ).will not undergo a

• <.....
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DDT, at least within a reasonable length of less than one meter. -

From the experimental data cited and the computer predictions,

it appears that the initial porosity plays a key role in

determining whether i DDT-Case 1 will occur. As stated above (and

in Sec. 5.2), a loosely packed bed (high #go ) generally does not

provide enough confinement of the product gases in the reaction '.--

zcne. On the other hand, a bed which is too tightly packed (low

ga ) restricts the flow of hot product gases over the unreacteý -

particles. In effect, a bed which is too tightly packed

terminates convective combustion, and therefore, there is a range

of initial porosities over which a granular bed will DOT. If the 6

DDT does occur, the detonation run-up distance JC. is dependent

on the initial porosity.

This does not imply that the initial porosity is the only

initial condition which affects the outcome. Other material :

properties and initial conditions which were shown to be important

include; initial particle size, bed length, burning rate, and bed

confinement. Combined, they play a key role in controlling the

pressure-rise rate in the reaction zone. .

An interesting event occurred when the burning rate index was

lowered to n=G980. Instead of slowly burning through the bed as

expected, the porous bed formed a solid 'plug', The product gas

pressure immediately rose to. shock initiation levels (3-5 GPa) and

with a specific model for hot spot formation assumed, shock

init ated- the consolidated mdaterial at. the plug/porous propellant

mJ.-..:
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interface. This was a significant result since it showed that

simply reducing the reaction rate did not eliminate the detonation

hazard.

The DDT-Case 2 event involved a burning granular bed adjacent

to porous, cast explosive. In this case the granular bed is not

long enough to undergo a DDT-Case 1. However, through momentum

transfer across the granular bed/ cast explosive interface, the

pressure-rise rate in the granular bed stresses the cast material. .

It was shown that if the pressure-rise rate in the granular bed is

rapid: enough, it can lead to shock initiation in the cast

material. This event is more likely to occur if the material is

porous than if it is homogeneous.

6.2 Concluding Remarks

Much progress has been made in the study of DOT in.

nitramine-based solid propellants. However, it is clear that

there are still many aspects of'the transient events leading up to

DDT that need to be explored further.,

At the present time one of the most' important topics which-

must be adressed 'is the concept of 'hot spot' -formation in

heterogeneous energetic materials. It is clear from experiments

that the hot spots play a key role in making porous materials much

more shock sensitive to detonation than nonporous samples. .

Research in this field must'. focus on determining the different

mechanism which cause hot spots to develop and on the ensuing

. . -a,-
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reaction which strengthens the shock front.. Although experimental

evidence has supported the notion that hot spots do exist, very

little is actually known about how they are formed. Clearly, two-

and three-dimensional shock interactions occuring in porous

materials must also be considered.

But mcre importantly, much .more work in shock physics should

be conducted in which measurements are made of the run-up distance

as a function of the burning rate, porosity, chemical energy and 0-

sclid density. A better data base is also required in order to

better define the interphase mass, momentum and energy transfer

rates [Eqs. (3.12, 3.14, 3.16) ]. 9
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APPENDIX A

DETONATION (CJ) PRESSURE ESTIMATE

The material presented in thisAppendix comes fromn a set of

lecture notes on stress wave phenomena prepared by. Dr. Dennis

Hayes, Sandia National Laboratories (721. It illustrates how-a

simplified equation of state can be used to obtain estimates of

the equilibrium detonation pressure, P""

Begin by assuming the detonation products at the CJ plane

obey an ideal equation of state

Pv gRT (A.l)

where g represents the ratio of specific '-eats. For monatomic and

diatomic molecules at atmospheric conditions, typically the

parameter g ranges from 1.4 to 1.66. However, in treating highly

compressed detonation products, g is taken to be approximately

three 1251.

From the First Law of Thermodynamics, Maxwell's relations and

definitions for specific heat, one obtains a caloric equation of

state compatible with Eq. (A.1), ie.,.

e " Pv/(g - 1) (A.2)

Since the thermodynamic state of the detonation products must

lie on the fully reacted Hugoniot, then
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e P P(vo v)/2 + E- (A. 3) -

Equating Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3) and making use of Eq. (1.8) yields

P -) r (g 1)( + 1 2, A4

where u is particle velocity. Equation (A.4) is an expression for

the pressure in terms of one unknown; namely the particle

velocity. Now, equating the CJ tangency condition

dP/duLI P/u (A.5)

and Eq. (A.4) gives

dP/dul P/u

Eq. (A.4)

then P *r (g + l)u at the CJ point (A. 6)
cJ 0

Equating the CJ pressulre (Eq. (A.6) I to the ge-ner-alP (u) Kugoniot

expression- (Eq. (A.4)J gives 0

P *2r (g- 1)ec (A.7)
cJ 0 c

.'Equation (A.7) gives an approximate solution for CJ pressure'

assuming the initial density r and chemical energy release

are known. .Again, assuming g a 3.09 has been shown to be a good

*estimate for the. 'artificial specific heat ratio.
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As an example, consider HMX which has a crystalline density

of r 0 1.9 g/cc and a value of ch= 5.84 MJ/kg. Equition (A.7)

then yields

PCJ = 2 (1.90 g/cc} (2) '(5.84 M'J/kg)

= 44.38 GPa

The TIGER equilibrium c calculation gives PC j36.57 (see Table 5.1).

/

/

" I
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APPENDIX B

FLOW CHART FOR METHOD OF LINES

The following is a step-by-step outline of the method, of lines

solution technique applied to 'the one-dimensional, two-phase flow

governing equations. It is assumed that the distance-time (x,t) grid

is already defined (see Fig. 4.1).

1.) Initialize all dependent variables at time tn

2.) Compute time step bt'¾.

3.) Compute boundary conditions (x-G,x-L) at time tn.

4.) Express x-derivatives at time tn by finite difference analogs
[see Eqs. (4.5))

5.) Compute mass, momentum and energy transfer terms at time t
[see Eqs. (4.6))

6.) Advance solution to time'tn+lby ODE solver.

[see Section 4.31

7.) If tN -tn+1 stop.
8.) Set tn. tn÷1

9.) Repeat steps 2-8

Boundary Conditions for DDT-Case 1

mass

./dt a(r'u)Id *d dr ( u-)].A

momen tuml
2 =1 " j " JJ

dr dt:(rd(!i) g)/dtý

2 3 3&x1j j S
momentum~di
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energy

d(r E )/dt:j.=(rjugEg+ Pgug+g)K,&x +Q +GE~
1 j-2 j-1 j-1

d (r, E.)/dt j- j(ri u.E.g+ Pg~ u )~/Ax + 0+ GEc

d (r. EP)/d 1 (r uE + P u-Qp
2 up pjp1

t2j

d~r /t njCr u~p+ u 
-
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APPENDIX C

HOT SPOT DECOMPOSITiON

'Shock to detonation transition (SDT) in a porous reactive

material is a complux process. For simplicity, one can describe

the SDT as three independent events. First, the 'shock wave

compresses the reactive material, raising the bulk temperature T.

At the same time, a small fraction (Eq. t2.5)1 of the shocked

material is heated to a 'hot spot' temperature T . Iii our model
H

T is calculated assuming a partition of energy based on the
H

volume fraction of voids prior to shock heating [Eq. (2.4)1.

Following the shock compression, the hot spots decompose over a

delay time t . The final step is decomposition of the bulk solid.

This appendix has 'been' included to clarify Step 2, hot spot

decomposition. For simplicity, the hot spot decomposition is

modeled using first order Arrhenius kinetics. This is given as,

eAA

dW/dt -- Z W expI-E-/RTH .1C.11)•:[

where; E* is the activation energy, W is the mass fractica of ..

unreacted explosive, Z is the frequency-factor, R is the universal

gas constant, and T is the hot spot temperature.
H

No known experimental data exists for the-shock initiated

decomposition of porous HMX. However, Hayes [291 hat.performed,

experiments using a similar porous .explosive, HNS. Figure C-1 is

S.... - 4
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taken directly from Hayes [291. It shows the delay time £plotted

as a function of the hot spot temperature TH . Also shown in

Fig. C.1 are calculated delay times assuming extrapolated low'

temperature Arrhenius kinetics (straight line), for which Hayes

[291 used an activation temperature of T -15300 K and a frequency

factor Z-G.153 x 1010 s-1 (791. As shown in the figure, the

measured delay times are considerably lower than those calculated

using Arrhenius kinetics. In fact, if an attempt is made to fit

the observed delay times with a thermal explosion model, hot spot

temperatures far in excess of those calculated by Eq. (2.4) would

have t2 be assumed. In addition, the experimental data also shows

that for 'a hot spot temperature of 561 K, no decomposition

occurred, but decomposition did occur for T =619 K.

Using the assumption of low temper3ture kinetics in the DDT

code caused unrealistically slow reaction rates'. For example, hot

spot temperatures as' high as 11,32 K (for aO= 1.2667) were not.

initiating reaction in the DDT code. It was therefore decided to

fit the hot spot decomposition model used in the DDT code directly

to, Hayes' experimental data. This data represents 'the most'

reliable information available. The delay-time curve in Fig. C.l1

was found to be a, parabolic function of hot spot temperature

log(t) - -6.6744 (lG00/TH) + 2.2482 (l000/TH)

-1.9132 (C.2)

where t* is in ps, and TH is in K . A temperature of 66 K was

arbitrarily chosen as a lower limit at which to apply this new
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model. That is, we are assuming no decomposition will occur until

the hot spot temperature reaches 600 K. This is again consistent

with the reported data. Using the delay time calculated from Eq.

(C.2), the apparent activation temperature is calculated using

Eq. (C.1).
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Using Low
f--Temperoture

Kinetics
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Fig. C.1 Hot spot decomposition times
assumingr Arrhenius kinetics
and from experimental data.
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